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the United States would adhere to Ul
interpretation of the treaty by surrendering him to Italy.
Charlton's father then began the
last fight to save his son from extradition,
lie applied to the Circuit
Court of the United States for New
Jersey for his release ojx habeas corpus proceedings, holding that the
treaty did not justify the extradition
and that evidence of sanity should
have been received. The Circuit Court
refused to grant his release, but
Charlton appealed to the Supreme
court.
It was this appeal that was
acted upon today.
As evidence of Charlton's insanity,
his counsel offered to prove that as a
child he had fits of extreme rage, giving as one Instance, his begging to be
permitted to take vengance on a horse
that had ran away with him. Another
instance referred to was the occasion
when
Chai .ton, Ins father,
iid as to his son's resources, when
told of his marriage, the result being
that the son refused to dine with him,
and later, on his noneymoon trip,
wrote to his father a letter "so full
of foulness and abuse that the father
destroyed it unread, except for a
glance through it to see its purport."
Evidence was offered to show that
the family history of Porter Charlton
supported the claim of insanity Counsel offered to offer testimony on the
medical history of the murdered wife
to show that she had once been confined to an institution in New York,
suffering from erotic insanity. It
was explained that her condition was
important as bearing. on Charlton's
mental condition.
After discussing the insanitay plea
the justice took up the main point
in the case, whether, under the treaty
of 1808, an American citizen could
be extradited to Italy for a crime
committed there, particularly since
Italy will not' extradite its subjects
for crimes here. The refusal to surrender citizens for extradition, the
justice said, was of modern origin.
Some of the American treaties provide, he added, that citizens shall not
be extradited, while others are silent.
"The conclusion is," said Justice
Lurton, "that this government making
exception in some treaties that
extradite its citizens,
would not
shows it was fully aware that there
was no exception in favor of citizens
in other treaties, where the exception
was not made, as the treaty with
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Washington, June 10 Justice Lur-tobegan delivering the supreme
court's opinion in the Porter Charlton
extradition case as soon as the court
assembled today,
He said no error had been committed in excluding evidence of insanity
at the habeas corpus proceedings in
the lower court and that no error was
committed in making the formal demand for Charlton because it was not
necessary to the demand at the extra-dition hearing.
must return to
Porter Charlton
Italy to answer to the1 charge of havJune, 1910,
ing murdered his wife-Iat Lake Como. The supreme court
60 decided today.
The killing of Mrs. Porter Charlton'
stirred Europe and America, as ha?e
few murders of recent years. With
the discovery of her crumpled body
stuffed into a trunk and sunk in Lake
Como, Italy, where she had been with
her husband to spend her honeymoon,
both continents turned out to search
tor the murderer.
The first problem tp solve, vas the
whereabouts of the twenty-onyear
old husband who, as a bank clerk in
New York, had married the woman,
eight years older than himself and
the divorced wife of Seville H.'Castle,
a San Francisco lawyer. His father,
Paul Charlton, law adviser of the
Bureau of Insular Affairs and former
President Taft's classmate, was
firm in the conviction that his son,
too, had been murdered. That question was solved when Porter Charlton,
with his initials marked on his suit
case, arrived on a steamer from Italy,
a few days later at Hoboken, N.'J.
That night there apeared a confession
bearing his name.
"My wife and I lived happily together, but she had an uncontrollable
temper, and so had I," read the confession. "On the night of the murder she had the worst outbreak of
to
temper I ever saw. I told
keep quiet or I would make her keep
quiet. Then she had another outbreak. I took up a wooden mallet,
with which I had been repairing a
table, and hit her on the head and
body two or three times. At midnight I put the body in a trunk, dragged it to a small pier near the house,
and threw It overboard."
With the acceptance of the confession as a solution of the crime, there
arose almost at once the diplomatic
problem of Charlton's extradition. It
was admitted on all hands that Charlton could not be tried in the United
Slates for a crime committed in Italy.
His friends, headed by his father,
took the position that he could not be
extradited to Italy,' because Italy had
a'lwayg refused under the extradition
treaty of 1868 to return Italian subjects to the United States to answer
for crimes committed here.
'Italy, however, made a request for
the prisoner. Secretary Knox parried
by asking if Italy thereby meant to
waive its past interpretation of the
treaty. Months of diplomatic exchanges followed.
Judge John A. Blair, of the court of
over and terminer in Hudson county,
N. J., sitting as a federal extradition
magistrate, held Charlton subjoct to
extradition. The court declined to
receive evidence of Charlton's insanity on the ground that under the law
of New Jersey defenses could not be
made at a preliminary hearing of the
nature then before the court. Secretary Knox aproved that holding,
taking the position that inasmuch as
Chariton could not be brought to answer for the crime in this country,
n
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PEARSON, CHIHUAHUA, PEOPLED
BY UNITED STATES CITIZENS,
CAPTURED

2.

to
The slump in railroad1 shares caus

ed sympathetic depression through
the rest of the market. Among the
industrials, the heaviest selling was in
United States Steel, which broke iy8
at the opening when a single block
of 3,000
shares was sold. Losse?
elsewhere among the industrial stocks
ran from
to 3 points.
After ten minutes of trading the
market srew steadier and recovered a
Sesmall part of the early losses.
vere decline, of American stocks in
London
before opening here gave
warning of what to expect.
Prices Lowest Since 1907
The market wag nervous and unsteady throughout the morning. Following the rally shortly after the
opening, stocks sold off a (rain to still
lower price. The decline' in Union
Pacific and Oreat Northern preferred
increased to 'four points ?inl in Northern Pacific to nearly five. Prices In
many cases reported the lowest level
since' the panic of 1007.
Steady sell big marked the remainder of the forenoon session.
TliPre
were occasional rallies which prevented extended breaks and the volume
of business contracted toward noon.
Violent liquidation again swept the
market in the early afternoon. High
priced .railroad stocks were the chief
sufferers.
Northern Pacific, broke
Vk, Great Northern preferred 7; Lehigh Valley 64 and the standard
stocks generally from 2 to 5 points.
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BAND SYMPATHIZES

NEITHER WITH HUERTA NOR
CONSTITUTIONALISTS

El Paso, Tex., June 10. Federal
mutineers led by Maximo Castillo
took the American lumbering town of
Pearson, Chihuahua, after an
right yesterday, said railroad advices
received here today.
The 150 federal soldiers of the garrison were captured. Castillo has
announced fop the Vasquez revolutionary cause, operating independently
from either the Huerta federals or
the constitutionalist insurgents.
No mention was made of the injury
to American residents of the town.
Pearson is located southwest of Juarez on the Mexican Northwestern railway. All traffic remains closed on
either line below the border on acg
count of the
activity
of Castillo's band, said to number no
more than 200 men.
constitutionalists
Four hundred
from the Ojinaga district are reported
a point opposite
to have reached
Fort Hancock, jf'exas; m mil6
of here. 'J'hey are expected to attack
adalupea nd San Ignacio, border
towns protected by small garrisons of
rural police from Juarez.
all-da- y

bridge-burnin-

1

HEIR ILLICIT

LOVE

Subsequently the market received
some suport from buying for both accounts and there was a rally which
f
ran from
to one and a haif
one-hal-

points.
made greater progress
Recovery
when it became evident that the drastic liquidation had been suspended.
Traders who had been plunging on
the short side hastened to cover and
their buying, together with investment- purcbv
carried up prices
'
"
'!&' a rotm?4"'
:..

's
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Great Northern preferred rallied 3
St. Paui and Northern Pacific 2 and Canadian Pa-

points, Lehigh

2.

cific 2 points.
The market closed firm. The bull
operators showed increased confion the upward movement.
dence
There was more general buying for
the long account, and the iate recov-

NOW IS LEGALIZED
come now to the question
ery was carried considerably further.
whether the treaty is no longer bindSome stocks which did not slump
ing on the United States because Italy
in the early break recovered
badly
WEDS
has refused to surrender up its sub- UNFROCKED CLERGYMAN
the general level was from 2
and
fully
WOMAN WITH WHOM HE HAS
jects."
to nearly 4 points above the day's
LIVED SIX YEARS
Justice Lurton reviewed at length
lowest.
Speculative bonds also imUnithe
between
the correspondence
substantially.
proved
10. J ere
Stamford, Conn.! June
ted States and Italian governments
Closing sales were as follows:
.
cooko ana ruoreua Whaley
nf Hi a twn
62
Amalgamated Coppev
the
106
ernments. He pointed out that it was were married by a justice of
Sugar
in the parlors of a local hotel
04
conceded that crimes committed in pence
Atchison
The unfrocked Episcopal cler- today.
in
Uni
the
153
Ttalv were not justifieable
Reading
CBme here ,ast
90
ted States, so if extradition were notl"n,an anJ his ,,ride
Southern Pacific
,!i-to
Hartford
a
and to
"t
a"er
untrip
140
Union Pacific
granted the criminals would go
Crimes committed in the Willamantic to get from the superior United States Steel
31
punished.
States be added, were w'' court a certified copy of the decree of United States Steel, pfd
Vniie
103
the divorce in favor of Marinda
ticiable in Italy.
Clarke Cooke, who was the wife of
According to international law, lie Cooke, a
necessary preliminary to the
TO REDUCE LOSS OF LIFE
held that the treaty, by reason of
for a marriage license in
application
Ala., June 10. Means
Birmingham,
Italy's course, had not become void this state.
the loss
of life in coal
which
by
of
at
voidable
but merely
the option
the mines can be reduced were brought
to
The
divorce
decree
granted
the American j government. The exformer Mrs. Cooke, named as co-r-e
out in the addresses delivered this
ecutive department having waived its
with afternoon at the sessions of the Mine
Floretta
f ondent
Whaley,
the
the
to
annul
justice whom Cooke
treaty,
ri;ht
eloped from Hempstead, Inspectors' Institute of the United
concluded, nothing remained for the L. 1., six
years
agd.
States, whici Is holding its national
decicourt to do but to enforce its
Two children have been born to .the
meeting here this week. Two hunsion.
couple since that time. Since his ex dred mine inspectors are present. EvCharlton has been a prisoner in the pulsion from the ministry Cooke has
ery coal mining camp of importance
J
MWttsCM
' iiciiijjf
u"ee.,,pen. wording as a house painter In in the United States is represented.
yeais wnne tne u?,mh tor nis extraction has been going on. The supreme
court decision today affirms the action
of. former Secretary Kliox, who rfltf
'
STOCKS
lermined to. turn Charlton-- over "to RHLVAY
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Italy". The prisoner now probably will
be turned over to Italian authorities
TAKE A SLUMP
after the observance of a few forWashington, June 10. Senate Lobmalities.
by Investigating committee continued
Charlton's father, who conducted a
gallant fight for his son, was a form- COURT'S DECISION IN MINNESOTA hearings.
Derhora1f lof Jinanoe committee
er) United States judge fo! Porto Rico,
RATE CASES HAS DISTRESS
considered changes suggested by suband a classmate of former President
ING EFFECT'
committees in the tariff bili.
Taft.
Senator bewis introduced a bill to
New York,, June 10. Wall Street's
give interstate commerce commission,
Interpretation of the effect, on the rail- control over all stock issues of railSUPREME COURT ADJOURNS
roads of the Minnesota rate decision roads and other common carriers.
10.
At 1:30 was shown at the opening of the stock
June
Senator Rowlands introduced bill to
Washington,
o'clock and without announcing any market today when railway stocks amend Erdman act) In manner sugadditional decihions in tne state rate slumped . badly. IThe Hill' stocks gested by milroads and labor organicases, the supreme 'court adjourned were the heaviest sufferers,, but zations.
until Monday, June 16, which will be virtually all stocks traded in fell
House Met at noon.
Us final decision day for this term. to the lowest level of the year, with
Representative OlShaughnessy inThe supreme court today appoint- losses extending toVniore than four troduced a resloutlon for investigaV
ed commissioners to take testimony in points.
tion of the American Beef Packers'
Jn the lust downwaru rush large Interests In Argentina cattle industry.
the Buit between Wyoming and Colo-rarover the use of the water in the blocks of the stocks wm-- marketed
Cons) lifted conference report ton
Laramie river.
to 105; sundrv civil appropriations bill,
Northern Pacific broke p
o
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"DEATH
Epsom, England, June 10. The coroner's inquiry into the death of Miss

CARTER RELIEVE!

the militant
Emily Wilding Davison,
suffragette who died on Sunday from
OF
the effect of injuries sustained during
the running of the derby last Wednesday, when she rushed onto the course
and stopped the king's horse, brought
in a verdict of "death by misadventure."
The court room was crowded with FORMER GOVERNOR OF HAWAII
TELLS SENATE LOBBY COMsuffragettes. Jockey Jones, who was
MITTEE ABOUT SUGAR
entry,:
riding Anmer, King George's
has not yet recovered from his in
juries, and was unable to attend the
SAYS HE HAS EIGHT TO TALK
hearing.
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Northern preferred, another
directly concerned in the out
come of the case,
declined
three
Ottier railroad stocks were
points.
from
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IN
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Washington, June 10 A3 interpreted by it, the supreme court today
upheld the constitutionality of the
10. Former
June
Washington,
who
10.
June
lawyers
Washington,
newspaper publicity law enacted as a members of Congress, attorneys and
court
gathered today at the supreme
part of the postal apropriation act others who have represented special
to listen to" the application of the of 1912.
interests in Washington continued
The. narticular section attacked was
principles laid down by Justice
before the special senate
testimony
Hushes in the Minnesota rate case? to bar every newspaper and periodical committee in search of the "lobby.'
to the rate cases from Missouri, Ar- from the mails unless the editors or Former Governor Carter of Hawaii
kansas, Kentucky, Oregon and West owners filed with the postal authori was waiting to testify when the comsworn statements mittee assembled today.
Virginia, were of the opinion
ties
both in the states and be- giving the names of the editors, own
Mr. Carter testified that he came
fore the federal government, had been ers, stockholders and bondholders, and to Washington "to give information
accurate the average daily circulation, and about
reduced to a much more
sugar"; that he had been sent
basis.
thereafter immediately published the by the 99 chambers of commerce and
The prospect of, congress taking statement. It also forbade, under pen was
serving without remuneration.
charge of state rates affecting inter- alty of a fine, 'the publication of I,aid- Harry Irwin he said had fceen sent
state commerce lent encouragement for articles without marking them by the Hilo board of trade.
to the railroads that they would esadvertisements."
Mr. Ballou had been sent by the
cape from regulation by 48 state comA bitter fight was made against the Hawaiian
Sugar Planters' associamissions.
law. The Journal of commerce anu tion. He said he had prepared briefs,
The attempt of railroads to estab- Commercial Bulletin of New York talked with senators and tried to see
lish the cost of reproducing their led. It sought to have the United the president. He testified that he
property new as equivalent to the States district court for southern New maintained offices with a stenograph
"fair value" on whicb they were en- York enjoin the postmaster general er and a clerk, from "which newspatitled to earn rates was regarded as from enforcing the act on the ground per advertisements and
"bulletins'
doomed. The federal court in Minne- that it was unconstitutional. The ob- - were prepared and submitted to a
'...'.. rr iection then raised was that the law- coramlSee in New York: representing
sota adopted 'that, basip.
Justice Hughes held there'' "wasjVo" abridged 'the freedom of the press by Hawaiian sugar factories.'
the newspaper
place for hypothetical multipliers in seeking to regulate
Carter testified that the domestic
fixing the "fair value" of railroad prop- business. The government defended sugar producers working in Washingerty and the railroads ought to be the law as a regulation of the use of ton, took in "everybody raising sugar
satisfied if a "fair average market second class matter privileges.
under the American flag," and had
their land, free
price" was given
The New York court sustained the spent "something less than $100,000"
it
from any hypothetical additions.
in, their fight.
validity of the law in this case, as
Pun
Lewis
the
the
Several times
"reproduction did that brought by
A "Mr. Mead" handled the money.
has ishing company of New York. It
cost new" theory of valuation
"If we had paid out $SOu,000 we
been urged upon the interstate com- said that the" ."aw affects more than would consider it well spent, if we
United could have saved the f 82,000.000 inmerce commission as the proper ba- 25,000 publications in the
sis for rate making. The commission States.
vested," he Baid.
refrained from establishing a basis,
Chief Justice White interpreted the
"We propose to keep some one here
waiting for the supreme court to oblectionable regulation as being not to continue the fight as long as the
pave the way.
a restriction of the freedom of the right of free speech exists."
The problem of regulating railroad press but merelv as affixing addition
As for himself, he said, he had
rates is rendered more complex by al conditions for admission of news done little more in Washington than
the findings of the court, in the opin papers to the special privilege of the prepare a brief.
ion of officials of the interstate com- - see0nd class mails.
and
"I called at the While-Housmerce commission.
In the course of his opinion he said: tried to make arrangements to sea
sim the
The holding is that states not only
"Was the provision intend
president. His secretary told me
legishave the authority to fix intra-statthe
existing
the president's mind was made up,
ply to supplement
rates hut jthat, even though these rates hation relative to second class mail that, it would be useless to see him,
affect interstate rates, they are valid matter, or was it enacted as an exer and denied me the right to see him.
unelss shown to be confiscatory. tion of legislative power to regulate I then asked to see him a3 aa indiviThus it is pointed out the line of de the press, to curtail the freedom and dual and I will see him next week,
marcation drawn by the commission umier the assumption that there was before I leave."
"In your actitvieis, have you enright to compel obedience to com
rates is practically eliminated. Com- mand of legislation having that ob countered anybody working in behalf
mission officials believe the net reject in view to deprive one who re of the consumer?" asked a member
sult of the court's decision will be fused to obey of all right to use the of the committee.
and rate re mail service?
to stimulate
"We consider that we represent
duction by every state railroad com
"When the question is thus detiu-;t,consumer as well as the nrodu- mission or legislature in the country. ed its solution is free from difficulty, cer
Justice Hughes, who delivered the since by its terms the provision only j Carter testified that Sydney C.
opinion In the Minnesota' rate case,
second class mail and the
was not present at the opening of the exclusion from the mails for which tioued
by senators as one of the anti- (supreme count today. Because of It provides- is not an uciuwuu ""'-- i free sugar men" who cad called on
that many thought it doubtful that the mails
generally but only troin trie them, was l d a salary of $10,000 a
any decisions, in the other rate cases
to participate in and enjoy the year to stay in Washington 'and look
right
..
would be forthcoming..
second after the Hawaiian commercial interprivileges accorded by the
'
ests'.
class classification." - '
V
To Enforce Law at Once
The court declared further that the
Reed took the lead la quesSenator
St. Paul, Minn., June 10. Attorney
that newspapers should tioning Curter. Carter, in response
General Lyndon A. Smith said today requirement
true ownership was in to questions by Senator Cummins,
their
disclose
that the two cent fare rate would be
with
the
line
"great public purpose said he had acted openly in all ha
two
or
again in effect within ten days
congress to continue had done regarding the sugar sched
which induced
Smith
Mr.
latest.
the
said,
at
weeks,
of newspa- ule.
of
the
favor
in
publishers
however, it would probably be a longlow
"I would not do anything secretly."
er time before the railroads would be pers, at vast publio expense, the
as
other
well
as
rate
he
said.
privileges
able to reclassify their commodity postal
mail
second
class
the
accorded
by
stood
as
before
it
rates, but the law
RATE CASES ADVANCED
being attacked by the railroads would classification."
To emphasize this, the court quoted
be enforced as soon a"? the roads had
Washington, June 10. The Ou'i...-ni- a
been given a reasonable length of time from the report of the committee, statLemon rate cases, the fc't
to adjust their tariff schedules.
rate case and the auUti-.cing that the intent of the legislation
'
was to "secure to the public in the suit against the eastern siati t i
dissemination of knowledge of current lumber dealers were toaay alv t.cei
events by means of newspapers, the bp the supreme court fo a '
SPAIN RECEIVES JAPANESE
not only of the apparent, but on October It.
Madrid, June 10. The commercial names
what
of
might prove to be the reai
treaty replacing the recently expired
of the puVI
I'L! .f - TO f . Th r
treaty between Spain and Japan and substantial 'owners
iiiff h ill ! )i
was ratified by the rennte today. It cations, and to enable the public t
ub sennit 'o'
was
which
matter
.1
whether
know
j
that
Japanese
expressly stipulates
bi c
?
" f !
may acquire land In Spain. The treaty risked was what it rrPorttd to
i
n i
already ha3 been ratified by the was, in substance, a paid "adver
1
M
ment."
chamber of deputies.
rate-makin-

semi-annuall-
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ITALIANS HAVE A

American, one of the Florentine
perts who appeared before the

ex- com-- j

suggested that in the United
States the solution of the problem of,
farm finance, so far as money for
opeiating the farms is concerned,
might be found in an enlargement of
the operations of existing banks. Signer Martelli, president of the Savings
bank of Florence, described a pracOUTLINE A SYSTEM FOR FINANC-- ! tice common with banks about FlorING FARMERS WHO ARE IN
ence, whereby the farmer gives a
NEED OF FUNDS
mortgage to a bank and receives in
return an open account for a certain
Florence, Italy, June 10 At the amount of credit. Thus a farmer who
beginning of its investigation of co- considers that he needs a credit of
the $10,000 to operate his farm gives a
societies,
banking
operative
American commission on agricultural mortgage for that amount to the
assembled by the South- bank. But he does not draw out the
ern Commercial congress, has had entire $10,000 at one time. As he
the advantageous experience of first needs money he draws on the bank.
visiting a part of Europe where co- If he wants $500, he draws only that
operative banks have not made much amount. He pays Interest only on
the amount which he borrowed from
headway.
the bank. In this way a farmer can
is
practicAgricultural
ed in only one form in the country secure a credit for any amount of
societies money, always readily available, and
about Florence
for the purchase of agricultural ma- only has to pay interest on the
chinery, fertilizer, seeds, etc. This is amount which he actually uses.
For the long time loans of the farmchiefly due to the fact that in the
early days the merchants of Florence ers, the saving banks are allowed to
were the land owners and their es- invest up to 30 per cent of their deThese
tates were farmed on a share basis posits in farm mortgages.
by the peasants, the landlords fur- mortgages are of two classes those
nishing the house, cattle, machinery, for periods up to ten years, and
fertilizers and seed, and the farmers those for periods of from ten to 30
furnishing the work. The merchants years. The shorter term mortgage
were able to secure all the credit they loans are repaid by the borrowers in
needed to finance their farms through one jump sum, as in tne unuea
their banks in Florence and the farm States, but the longer term loans a're
ers themselves had no need of cred- repaid by amortization that is, small
it. If crops were bad the landlord annual payments made upon the prinfurnished food for the peasant farmer cipal of the loan. The banks are onuntil the next harvest. This system ly permitted to charge borrowers one- of land tenure still prevails, and study hall' per cent more than they are re- of the systems near Florence has riuired to pay depositors. At the present time the prevalent rate is five
shown the commission that
credit institutions are only pos- per cent. Money is only loaned up to
60 per cent of the appraised value
sible where the need is great.
of land, although the banks accept
with
conditions
Italian
Comparing
mission

SUGGESTION FOR
AMERICA

second or third mortgages so long as
the total amount of mortgage indebtedness does not exceed the 50 per
cent.
There is also a mortgage bank in
Florence, the Monte at Paschi, founded by one of the early dukes of Florence, which has carried on a profitable and beneficial business to this
day. This bank issues mortgage debentures at three and a half, four
and a hall and five and a balf. Most
of the debentures now outstanding are
at five per cent. They sell a trifle
under par, which is the usual condition In Italy, and their market price
compares favorably with government
bonda.
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RANGE CHANGES HANDS
Raton, N. M., June 10. A change
in management of the Raton Range
has been announced by the controlling shareholders of that newspaper,
whereby Willis G. Brown, proprietor
of the Raton Business colloce,
and
formerly editor and proprietor of the
Reporter, is to succeed John A. Cut-tirthe editor and manager for the
past several years.
ENGINEERS
New York,

TO TOUR GERMANY

June 10. To foster a
broader commercial spirit between
America and Germany, a large party
of the most prominent mechanical
engineers of , the United, States, members of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, sailed for F.urope
lin
today on the Hamburg-Americaer Victoria Louise to attend the annual meeting of the Society of German Engineers in Leipsic.
At the
conclusion of the meeting in Leipsic
the Americans will start on a tour
of industrial Germany, visiting Dresden, Berlin, Cologne, Frankfort, Munich and other large cities.
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"Big Tim" Ryan returned to
the Nineteenth ward of Chicago after
a trip around the world, he was called
upon 1.0 address a meeting of henchThere were
men in his bailiwick.
present, however, others besides his
loyal admirers, and it was for the former that "Big Tim" saved the sword
thrusts of his salutatory.
"When I saw the Statue of Liberty
again," the orator proclaimed, "my
heart thrilled. When I saw the smoke
of Chicago once more my soul rejoiced. But It was when I came home
to you, boys, here in the Nineteenth
that I knew the greatest joy of my
life."
Then it was that be heard the con
temptuous snort of old John McAlpin,
his ancient enemy. It stirred him to
battle, and he continued, flashing defiance to the back rows, where the
McAlpin clan held a rival fort.
"But I find, alas, that while I have
been gone from you Apathy has come
into our party, Into the Democracy of
the Nineteenth."
In an instant old John was on his
feet. With his arm upraised be commanded attention, crying down the
speaker. "I tell you, Tim Ryan," he
shouted, "that the man you're blackguarding has as much right in the
party as you have."

Until
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On our plan, song is the first step
in education; all the rest are connected with it, and attained by means of
well
it The simplest enjoyment, as
as the simplest instruction, we enliven and impress by song; nay, even
what religious and moral principles
we lay before our children are communicated

in

the

way of song.

Other advantages for the excitearise
ment of activity spontaneous
from this practice; for, in accustoming the children to write the tones
they are to utter in musical characters, and as occasion serves, again to
seek these characters in the utterance
of their own voice; and besides this,
to subjoin the text below the notes,
they are forced to practice hand, ear
and eye at once, whereas they acquire
the art of penmanship sooner than
you would expect; and as all this, in
the long run, Is to be effected by
copying precise measurements and
accurately settled numbers, they come
to conceive the high value of mensuration and arithmetic much sooner
than in any other way. Among all
we
Imaginable things, accordingly,
have selected music as the element of
Dur teaching; for level roads run out

towaftvery

Saturday,

28th

All Women's Wool Suits Silk aoid Wool
Dresses, Wool Coats and Trimmed Millinery
.

OFF

ONE-HAL- F

EVERYTHING
In all other departments throughout the store

OFF

ONE-THIR- D

EXCEPT
Nemo Corsets, KaLyser's Silk Gloves evrvd Hose. VVunderhose
Cev.det Hose, Interwoven Socks, Toilet Goods. Sunburst
Silk,
Butterick Patterns and Publications, Thr ads of all kinds, all Shoes.

Nothing Exchanged

No

Telephone Orders

Everything
One-Thi-

Everything

tewiaocct6 Son,

rd

OK

EaUUish-e-

1862

One-Thi-

.MM,MMTil-im-

f

m

"'win'

rd

Off
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Ring Setting From Wife's Ashes.
Preservation of the ashes of the
fleparted or the scattering of them to
the four winds long has been the custom of countries where cremation is
But it has remained for a
practiced.
London man to offer an ingenious plan
that has provided him with a set for a
finger ring from the remains of his
wife. After the cremation he carried
the ashes to a chemist and the iron
was extracted. He now wears this
set in his ring as the average person
tvears a diamond. The amount of iron
to the
In a human body, according

5Junea

rip

Qree
Continues

Utmost Good in the Scheme
of Education,

from music

HEPTASOPHS IN SESSION
Louisville, Ky., June 10. The supreme conclave of the Improved Order
of Heptasophs, a fraternal insurance
society with a membership of about
75,000, began its annual session in
this city today with delegates in attendance from many parts of the
The officers in charge of
country.
the gathering are Supreme Archon M.
G. Cohen
of Pittsburgh, Supreme
Secretary Frank E. Plietner of Baltimore, and Supreme Treasurer C. H.
Ramsay of Boston. The annual reports show gratifying progress for
the year, both in membership and

J

Speaker's Statement
But Ancient Rival
It

The
societies for purchase among the land owners have
been successful. The farmers themselves do not belong to these societies but the land owners do all purchasing of farm machinery and fertilizer. These societies are also ac
tive from an educational standpoint
and maintain agricultural experts who
travel about from village to village.
instructing the farmers In the use of
scientific agricultural
methods. It
is a hard 'task to induce the peasantry to use modern machinery and chemical fertilizers. But the great interest
of able men in the work has accoma
plished much, both in spreading
niore thorough knowledge of scientific agricultural methods and in finWONDERFUL VALUE OF MUSIC
ancing the farms.
Generally Agreed That It Is of the
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VETERANS
IOWA GRAND LODGE OF MASONS j Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and, '
Council Bluffs, la., June 10. The
Diarrhoea Remedu
Waterloo, la., June 10. The city is
Every family without exception
gaily decorated with flags in honor annual session of the Iowa Grand
o the
war veter- Lodge of Masons opened here this should keep this preparation at hand
the hot weather of the sumans who opened their annual state morning with more than one thousand during
mer months. Chamberlain's
Colic,
convention here today. The meeting delegates and members in attend- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
will last two days and while the fore- ance and everything seems to indicate worth many times its cost when neednoon will be devoted to the transac- that the three days' garnering will ed and is almost certain to be needed
before the summer is over. It has no
tion of the regular convention busi- be the most successful and enjoyable
superior for the purposes for which it
ness, there will be many entertain- held in this state for many years. The is intended. Buy it now. For sale by
ment features to fill out the rest of local Masons and the citizens in gen- all dealers.
eral have arranged an elaborate prothe two days.
A Worker Appreciates This
statement of a
analytical
gram for the entertainment of the
Wni. Morris, a resident of Florence,
chemist, Is at best very small a matvisitors and the Council Bluffs RowOregon, says: "For the last fourteen
ter of grains and it varies much acing association has thrown open" its years my kidneys and
No Substitute Could do This
bladder incapacording to the state of health. Anemlo
grounds and its clubhouse at Lake citated me for' all work. About eight
people have very slight traces of iron
No inferior substitute but only the Manawa to the visiting Masons.
months ago I began using Foley KidPRINCETON
In their bodies, but in normal persons
COMMENCEMMENT
Foley Kidney Pills could have
ney Pills, and they have done what
N. J., June
10. The there is enough to provide a small genuine
Princeton,
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his
ether medicines failed to do, and now
London
as
such
husband
the
Betting,
class of 1913 received their degrees
trouble.
I am feeling fine. I
He says: "I was
kidney
recommend FoIs
wearing.
at. the one hundred and sixty-sixtbothered with backache, and the pain PILES CURED IN t TO 14 DAYS. ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
to
Your
run
the
would
back
of my head,
up
druggist will refund money Red Cross Drug Store.
annual commencement of Princeton
This Wide, Wide World.
and I had spells of dizziness. I took if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
University this morning. The diplo"It's awful how easy some folks get Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
mas were presented
by President weighted down with a new experi- work and I am now entirely rid of any
or
John Grier Hibben of Alexander Hall. ence,"
Protrding Piles in 6 to 14 days.
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
began the postmaster of
50c.
Subscribe for The Optic.
Vross
Red
Store.
10
with
Drug
a
after'
in
o'clock the acadethe Hills,
Shortly
significant
mic procession formed in rront of glance at "Boosey" Fraser's bowed
Nassau Hall and proceeded to Alex- form in the Concord wagon at the
what bent him over St
ander Hall, led by President Hibben door. "That's
like that. '
and the trustees, the recipients of
CAPITAL PAID IN
"Yes," after a glance of interrogaSURPLUS
the higher degrees and honorary de- tion from the only listener who was
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
grees and the graduating class fol- really listening, "he began to bow over
lowing. This afternoon the custom- soon's he realized the size of this
ary reception was given at the home globe of ours. You see, from one of
the northern countias up 'bove here
of President and Mrs. Hibben.
- it I.,..:.....,.'...,...
iT
Boosey went all the way to the state
came
When
he
he
back,
capital.
MACARONI AND NOODLE MAKERS looked solemn with the
weight o
J. M. Cunningham, President.
Milwaukee, Wis., June 10. Milwau- what de'd garnered.
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
" 'I tell ye what,' he says to us right
Frank Springer,
kee, which has the distinction of beK. S. Lewis, Aus't. Cash
ing the chief center of the macaroni here, scarcely speakln' above a whis'if the world's &i big tother way
EC
industry in America, is entertaining per,
.A. S3
as 'tis tnis, It's a whopper!' "Youth's
this week the annual convention of
'
Companion.
the National Association of Macaroni and Noodle Manufacturers.
The
Why So Few Good Books,
members of the association come from
The reason why so few good books
many parts of the country.
They are written is that so few people that
will spend three days discussing the can write know anything. In general,
fine points involved in the making of an author has always lived in a room,
Italian macaroni and German noodles. has read books, has cultivated science,
is acquainted with the style and sentiments of the best authors, but he is
out of the way of employing his own
He has nothing to
Can't Keep it Secret
eyes and ears.
Stings or bites of Insects that are hear and nothing to see. His life is a
followed by swellings, pain or itching vacuum. Walter Bagehot, in "LiterOffice With the San Miguel National Bank
should be treated promptly, as they ary Studies."
SNOW
BALLARD'S
are poisonous.
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
More Ancient,
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
Q. HAYUON
"They say that chess is the oldest
Sold
25c, 50c and fl.00 per bottle.
Old
Fogy.
the
KELLY
game,"
remarked
H.
Vice
by Central Drug Co.
"Poker is older than chess," said tke

SPANISH

Spanish-America-

n

'

well-know-

h

Wo-broo- k

R. JESSE SMITH gf CARIBOO
is his name. He is a little brother sf
the great woods; a friend sf the wilderness.
He is trapper, sailor, cowboy, ranger. He is
a lover with a strong heart. Simple he is, and
Sf quaint, abounding, unfailing humor. He
will tell you gf the lovely singer whom chance
brought to the forest like himself, and how
he fought for her. He will make his bow to
you in a few days. Accept him as a fine, big,
heartwarming comrade, for such indeed he is.
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Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits
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is the new serial we have arranged to print.
It is so utterly, so amazingly different from
most stories you have read that you will thoroughly enjoy every instalment. Watch for itl

......

$30.000 00

Wm.
W.

Wise

The splendid work, of Chamberlain's
Tablets is daily becoming more widely known. No such grand remedy for
stomach and liver troubles has ever
been known.

Guy.

"How do you knowf asked the Old
Fogy.
Didn't Noab. draw to pairs on the
Ark and get a full house?" replied
the Wise Guy . Cincinnati- Enquirer.

D.

President
President
Treasurer

T. HOSKINS
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RACES

HARNESS

AT F RSCO

FAIR
AND
OF
LIVESTOCK
RACERS WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO ENTHUSE

XOVERS

San Francisco, June 10. Great priand valuable trophies are to be
offered for prize winning live stock
International
at the Panama-PacifiExposition. The exposition management has set aside $175,000 as prize
money for the live stock division
alone and besides this there will be
many special funds and trophies.
$225,000 will be devoted to harness
races.
An Innovation which has already
attracted the attention of breeders all
over the world Is that live stock will
be on display throughout the period
of the exposition, which lasts for ten
consecutive months, from February to
December, 1915. This is a decidedly
new venture in universal expositions
and a record display is as.sured in the
live stock division. Prize winning
stock from all parts of the world will
be shown.
Two race meetings will be held at
the exposition during the year, one
in the spring and one in the autumn.
The $225,000 is offered under the auspices of the .Pacific Coast Trotting
Horse Breeders' Association. The
races will be international in character and will be held on a mile race
track which is now being constructed
on the exposition site at Harbor View.
The main competition for $175,000
in prize money and tne supplemental
offerings of the breed . associations
will take place in October and November, but, with the assistance of
the breed associations, it is planned
to have specimens exhibited all the
year round in all of the classes which
make up the live stock department.
In keeping with the etiaracter of the
whole exposition, the exhibits in this
department 'will be one of an educational nature and display signs will
be used to tell the name of the breed,
origin and the, use of every animal exhibited. It is also planned to have moving pictures, slides and 'lectures Incident to the live stock industry In
all its branches in all parts of the
world, an exposition feature which is
regarded as a great step In advance
Plans are
of all previous efforts.
made to land cattle from foreign countries at the quarantine station at Angel Island in San Francisco bay.
Thence the stock will be transported
directly to the exposition ferry slips.
An initial fund or $1,500 has been
set aside by the American Hereford
Cattle Breeders Association to be applied toward suplemental premiums
for the 1915 exposition. It is expected
that a similar amount will be set
aside in 1914 and 1915.
The American Shorthorn Breeders
Association has also taken preliminary action in regard to reserving
funds for stock prizes and three of the
leading Dairy Cattle Herd Book associations are at present planning for
their participation in the exposition.
'
Individual ,Bheep breeders in England and New Zealand are taking
great, interest in the sheep section.
One of the smaller sheep record associations of America ha3 inaugurated a plan for the creation of a fund
of $1,000 to be offered as a supplemental premium at the exposition.
The fund is being raised by voluntary
offerings by members of the association Interested in the promotion of
the breeds. Other associations in this

zes

c

,

country and abroad will doubtless
follow this initial plan.
One of the most outstanding features of the department of live stock
wilt be a great noultry show, where It
is expected that at least 12,000 birds
will be on exhibit.
'io this end an
advisory committee has been appointed in each state of tne union.
Each committee consists of three
prominent poultry breeders appoint
ed from each state to. work up an interest in the most comprehensive
poultry exhibit ever made.
Many of the poultry associations in
America are planning supplemental
premiums, among them being the In
ternational American Dominique Club,
the Red Breeders' Club of the World,
the American Light Brahma Club,
the American Rose Comb Brown Leg
horn Club, and the Crested Fowl
Breeders' Association of America. All
these associations have already offered trophies and cash prizes and. interest is as keen abroad as it is In
America.
The live stock department of the
exposition has sot aside the sum of
of cattle,
$7,500 to be paid for car-lothave
swine.
and
Arrangements
sheep
been made for sales at auction of the
animals. This feature, in addition to
the prizes offered, is an inducement
to breeders to prepare for the international competition.
addition to the competitions
In
there will be a continuous exhibit of
all the important breeds of horses.
Suplemental premiums will be added
to the exposition premium list. The
greatest collection ot pure and cross
bred Arabs is promised by the Arabian Horse breeders of the United
States.
An attractive feature of the llva
stock department will be an international army remount demonstration
and contest. It is planed that the
outcome of this demonstration will be
an official pronouncement as to waat
really constitutes a horse suitable
for cavalry purposes so that breeders
lev
may know what to produce in or
demand from America
to supp'y
and other ccuiitries.
The live s.ock deparicm.it is uufler
the direction of Daniel O. Lively, one
of the best known live stock men In
the United States. Mr. Lively, who is
in intimate touch with the largest
breeders in America and abroad, announces that the exhibit will be the
finest that any exposition has ever
presented to the world.
s

THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
Says: "It is a .wise' precaution
hosie
against getting holes in delicate
Deiore
the
shoes
puiuue
to
powder
ry
." Mauv people sprinkle the
v,Dm
famous antiseptic powder, IAllen'sA
Foot-Easinto the shoes, ana mw
its cost teu times over
eaves
that it
well
in keeping holes from hosiery as
consequent
and
as lessening friction
smarting and aching of the feet.
A3.--

FoNo person need hesitate to take
that
ley Kidney Pills on the ground
thev know not what Is in them. Foley
& Co. guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidney 'and bladder ailments and
irregularities. They do not contain
habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
(5. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store.

A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never bes
persuaded to buy anything but Foley
coughs
Honey and Tar Compoundor for
for grown
and colds, for children
persons. It is prompt and effective.
It comes in a yellow package, with
no
beehive on carton. It contains Foopiates. Take no substitute for O.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Red Cross
Drug
G. Schaefer and
Store.

MEDICAL SOCIETY'S BIRTHDAY
Boston. June 10. The celebration of

)
the one hundred and
is one
foundation
of
its
anniversary
of the leading features of the meetsoing of the Massachusetts Medical
and Cupid
at
here
today
which
opened
ciety,
In
to
remain
a
hotel,
the Copley-PlazCunning
session for two days. This morning
Many a New Home will Have a Little there were clinics at the Massachuounbeam to tfnphten it.
setts general hospital and the Teter
Bent Brigham hospital and septrate
meetings of the supervisors and of
the council. In the afternoon section meetings were held and the annual meeting will be held tomorrow
morning. At noon tomorrow Dr. Homer Gage of Worcester will' deliver
There Is usually a certain deetroe of dread
discourse and in the afIn every woman'K mind as to tlie probable the annual
combined
a
ternoon
of
meeting of the
distress
and
denser
pnin,
Hut, thanks to a most remarkable remedy sections of medicine and surgery will
banknown as Mother's
all fear is
ished and the period is one o unbounded, be held. The program will close with
Joyful anticipation.
Copley-PlazMother's Friend Is used externally.
It the annual dinner in the
thirty-second-

Stork

Plotters

MX

m
ehilu-bii-tl-

Kii,-ul-

a

Is a most penetrating application, makes
the muscles of the stomach and abdomen
pliant so they expand easily and naturally
without pain, without distress and with
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
and other symptoms that tend to weaken
the prospective mother. Thus Cupid and
the stork are held up to veneration;
aro rated as cunning plotters to herald they
the
coming of a III Ho sunbeam to gladden the
lieartfc and brighten the homes of a host of
happy l'.iniiiiea.
e thousands of women who
't here
have
ued Mother's Friend, and thus know from
Is
one
our
of
experience that it
greatest
contributions to healthy, happy motherhood. It Is sold by all (li'iiirsjlsis at $1.00
!er bottle, and Is especially recommended
os a preventive of cuiduu breasts and all
other such distresses.
Write to Bradtield Regulator Co., 131
Lnmar Bid?., Atlanta, 3a., for their very
valuable book to expectant mothers. Gut
A bottle ol Mother's FjlenU

OPERATIONS
Two Women Tell How The

Escaped the Surgeon's Knife
by Taking Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable
Compound.
" For fifteen
Swarthmore, Penn.
years 1 suffered untold agony, and for
one period of nearly
twoyears I hadhem-orrhage- s
and the

doctors told me I
would have to undergo an operation,

but I began taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com-

pound and am
good health ndw.

am all

in
I

over the

ball room.

MANAGERS
Cincinnati. O., June 10. Many important subjects of Interest to building owners and managers will be disOWNERS

AND

cussed by recognized experts at the
sixth annual convention of the National Association of BuildiEg Owners
and Managers, which opened here today with a large attendance and will
continue through the rest of the
week. Lectures will be delivered and
a number of vital topics will be the
discussions at
subjects of
the sessions of the convention.

new dam and ditch is to divert an old,
valid, vested right in the water, ,he
would have to file in this office an apfor a change of point of diplication
DOWN
version before going ahead with construction, tut we take it from your letGives the Real Facts In Regard to
ter that he is building his works for
Her Case and Tells Kow'She
a new appropriation, and in doing so
Suffered.
he is committing a misdemeanor by
not
first filing properly In this office
comJonesboro, Ark. "I suffered a
plete break down in health, some time for the right."
Insurance Company Investigation
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from this
P. M. A. Lineau, who is in Califorplace. "I was very weak and could
not do any work. I tried different nia, has wired State Insurance Comremedies, but they did me no good.
missioner Jacobo Chaves for instrucOne day, I got a bottle of Cardui. It tions and
authority to investigate the
did me so much good, I wa3 surprised, Western
States Life Insurance comand took some more.
pany, of San Francisco, and has been
Before I took Cardui, I had headache
to make an investigation.
empowered
and backache, and sometimes I would
The following persons have been
Now
am
I
over
for
hours.
all
cry
that,
tnd can do all kinds of housework. I commissioned notaries public: Thomthink it is the greatest medicine on as F. Blackmore, Artesia; W. A.
Anna M. Leeson,
earth."
Demiug;
In the past fifty years, thousands of Santa Fe; Luis E. Armijo, Las Vegas;
ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill, C. A. Thompson,
Anthony, Dona Ana
to tell of the benefit received from
county; Elbert J. Harmon, Colmor,
Cardui.
Such testimony, from earnest women, Mora county.
surely indicates the great value of this
tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
CHAUFFEUR EXAMINATIONS
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
I heartily endorse the movement
Cardui is the medicine you need.
We urge you to try it.
adopted by eastern automobile own

MRS.

N. B. Write to : Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chatta-Itoogr- a
Medicine Co., Chattanoopa, TYnn., for Special
hist ructions, and
book, "Home Treatment
for Women,'1 sent In plain wrapper, cm request.
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retary and treasurer, October
to April 5, 1915; Capt. Charles

f
NEWS

FROM

THE CAPITAL

M.

,

April 1, 1910, to April 1, 1914;

First Lieutenant
'

8, 1912,

.Tame3 C.

Hamilton,

Special Master in Chancery,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Dear Sir:
We are this morning in. receipt of a
letter from one of the officials of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company with reference to the
sale of the New Mexico Central rail
as fol
road, from which we quote
lows:
"Would it be possible to ascertain
from the master in chancery if a bid
for the material, with the right granted by the court, to tear up the track
and abandon the line, could or would
be considered."
Will you kindly, today if possible,
advise us on this point, stating your
position aa fully as you consistently
can. Please address us in duplicate
so that we can forward one copy of
your letter to railway company, re-

to April 1, 1917.
April
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10. Second
Santa Fe Col. Edmund C. Abbott
Lieutenant George W. Armijo, First president, April 1, 1912, to April 1
infantry, is relieved from duty with 1916; Col. James A. Massie, April 1,
Company E, First infaniry, and trans 1910, to April 1, 1914; Capt. Norman taining the other for our files.
ferred to the unassigned list.
L. King, secretary and treasurer, April
Thanking you, we are,
Antonio J. Luna of Santa Fe, Is ap 1, 1913, to April 1, 1917; Capt. Domin
CATRON AND CATRON,
Local Attorneys.
pointed second lieutenant in the na- go Pacheco, October 8, 1912, to April
tional guard of New Mexico, to date 1, 1915.
By Frank J. Lavan.
from today and assigned to duty with
Silver City Col. A. S. Milliken
The answer thereto is as follows:
Company E, First infantry. Lieuten- secretary. ADrll 1. 1910. to April 1.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 7, 1913.
ant Luna will report in person to Cap. 1914; Major Arthur Bail, April 1,1913 Messrs. Catron and Catron,
tain Domingo Facheco for duty.
to April 1, 1917; Capt. William A. Ten-neSanta Fe, New Mexico,
By command of the governor.
Jr., treasurer, November 22, 1912, Gentlemen:
A. S. BROOKES,
to April 1, 1915; J..W, Fleming, presiAm in receipt of your favor of the
7th instant In which reference is made
Adjutant General.
dent, April 1, 1912, to April 1, 1916.
The following honor graduates of
to a letter from one of the officials of
By command of the governor,
A. S. BROOKES,
the New Mexico Military Institute,
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
class of 1913, are appointed second
Adjutant General.
Railway company, regarding the sale
In behalf of the ladies and gentle- Official:
of the New Mexico Central railroad,
men of the department of education,
A. S. BROOKES,
from which you quoted the following:
I have the honor to offer our compli"Would it he possible to ascertain
Adjutant General.
ments to you and Mrs. Burt for the
from the master in chancery if a bid
Supreme Court Rulings
double material
No.
1507. Loretto Literary and for the material, with the right grant
strength you have
vs ed by the court to tear up the track
furnished the school forces of New Benevolent Society,
appellee,
Mexico. Maythe scions of the Burt Meliton Garcia and Barbara Leal de and abandon the line, could or would
family live a long and prosperous life. Garcia, appellants. Appeal from San be considered."
With expressions of our highest re doval county.
I herewith transmit to you a certi
The original complaint in this case fied copy of the decree of eale and call
gards, I am,
contained the ordinary allegations of your attention to the fact that the
Sincerely yours,
FILADELFO BACA,
a suit in ejectment, plaintinff alleging master is instructed to sell said road
Ass't. Supt. Pub. Instruction anions other things that it was the as an entirety. You, of course, may
lieutenants in the national guard of owner and seizcr in fee of the prop abstract from the decree such portions
New Mexico, to date from May 28, erty therein 'described. After the evi of the same as you think might be of
1913:
dence was all adduced, appellee filed interest to your clients. The Pitts-burg- t
Gessie V. Clayton, of Tularosa.
a trial amendment, by leave of court,
Trust company has not fixed a
Richard D. Daugherty, of Dayton. over appellants' objection. By the date for the sale. My powers, of
By command of the governor.
trial amendment filed, It appears that course, are fixed by the decree and I
A. S. BROOKES,
appellee sought to set up facts en apprehend that I have no discretion
Adjutant General.
titling it to specific performance of in the premises.
Double Material Educational Strength an oral contract to convey
real esVery sincerely yours,
The following letter received and re- tate, and to secure such relief, by
LORIN C. COLLINS,
plied to is
trial amendment to a complaint In an
Special Master.
Mountalnalr, N. M., June 5, 1913. ejectment suit.
Reverts Back to Public as UnapproState Superintendent Alvan'N. "White,
Judgment of the cause reversed and
priated
Asst. Supt. Filadelfo
Baca, Ind. cause remanded, with instructions to
The following letter from the state
Supt. Manette Myers, Chief Clerk R. district court to sustain the appel engineer is in reply to an Inquiry from
F.
Eve lants' motion to strike the
trial Naraujos, N. M., found in the public
Asplund, Stenographer
Wientge :
amendment from the files.
records of that office:
1,

Gentlemen and Ladies:
.1 wish to report to your department
that the school forces of the state
have been very materially strengthen
ed, by the birth of a
boy and
a
girl to county superintend
ent and wife, of Torance county. Born
June 3, 1913. All well and doing well.
Very respectfully submitted.

1913,

June

Syllabus:

amendments, upon
trial, the court is limited by sub. sec.
82, of the Civil Code to such amendments as do not change "substantially the claim or defense." Held that
the trial court was without authority
In an action in ejectment, to permit
the filing of a trial amendment fd
CIIAS. Ij. BURT.
specific performance of a contract to
Supt. Charles L. Burt, County Super- convey real estate, as such amend
intendent, Torrance County,
ment introduced a new cause of acIn permitting

d

five-poun-

Moun-tainai-

New Mexico.

tion.
Dear Mr. Burt:
Leon B. Stern, appellee,
No. 1520.
Boards
Armory
vs. Farah Bros., etc., appellants. ApReappointed
The following members of armory peal from
district court Bernalillo
county.
In this cause the motion of appellee
Wsmen Gain Strength
for a rehearing of the cause, where
Through the Use of
this cause had reversed the judgment
TJteSt
of the court below, the court after
Sickly, tired women, worn out with the
never cuasing grind of household cares, considering the same motion for reon the
and long hours in factories and stores hearin-.rdenies the same,
will gaiji strength and a return to robust
ground that the matters upon which
health by using
the motion for rehearing is based,
Duffy's Pure Malt
were not overlooked by the court in
Whiskey as directed.
It sharpens the appeits original opinion.
tite improves digesThe following official communica
the
tion, enriches
blood and quickens
tion is on file in the office of Special
circulation. $1.00 at
Master in Chancery L. C, Collins:
taost druggists, groSanta Fe, N. M., June 7, 1913.
cers and dealers.
T!i
Baffy Mat Wtdtkty Co., nHhstor, H.t. Lorin C. Collins, Esq.

M!y

Duffy's Pure

Whiskey

5, 1913.

"In reply to yours of the 2nd, wish
to advise you that in your case Section 59 refers back to Section 42, of
the four year period of limitation.

Then according to the law the right
has been abandoned, from what you
state, and it reverts back to the put):
lie as unappropriated public water. According to the attorney general, Section 42 Is not quite clear as o rights
acquired previous to the passage of
the irrigation act of 1907, containing
the above mentioned sections; although, in case the Chaves brothers
fully intended to abandon the works at
the time, Mr. Martinez can not claim
anything under the right, and has to
file for the water that he is making a
dam In the Ocate river to divert.
"In the event the building of this

.

DELL
TRINIDAD BANTAMWEIGHT WILL
MEET THE COAST CHAMPION
ON FOURTH OF JULY

Trinidad, Colo., June 10. The long
ta'iked of match between Harry Dell,

--

,'

ED JOHNSON.
R. F. D. No. 7, Newton, Gansas.
June gth, 1913.

"if
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HUDSPETH NAMES DEPUTIES
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10. Hon.
A. H. Hudspeth of White Oaks, ap-

marshal for

United States

pointed

New Mexico by the new national ad
ministration and the first of the four
big federal positions of the state to
be named, was sworn in Saturday by

Federal Court Clerk Harry Lee and
is now in charge.
The force under Marshal Hudspeti
will be made up as folows: C. Newcomer, chief office deputy, and Wil
liam Rose, office deputy, both of
whom are under civil service. Alfredo
Delgado, of Santa Fe, has been appointed chief field deputy, while the
other field deputies are M. B. Baca,
formerly of Guadalupe county, and J.
R. Galusha of Albuquerque.
Both Mr. Delgado and Mr. Baca are
already in the city and Mr. Galusha
will arrive today.

Shake Off Your Rheumatism
Now is the time to get rid of

STABBING AFFAIR
IN ANCIENT CITY

cent
Try a twenty-fiv- e
bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and
see how quickly your rheumatic pains
disappear. Sold by all dealers.
YEOMEN

ANTONIO ROMERO IS SERIOUSLY
HURT BY KNIFE OF GUADALUPE SAIS

Santa Fe, N. M., Juue 10. Guada
lupe Sais is in the comity jail for
having stabbed Antonio Romero. The
affair occurred last Saturday night,
and Romero is reported to be in a
dangerous condition.
There is a good deal of reticence
about the affair. The assailant was
arrested by Constable Marcos Castillo
and taken to the county jail Sunday
morning, while he was standing near
the plaza. Romero was in a precarious condition Saturday night, and a
priest was called and the final unction
was administered. He rallied and is
probably going to recover.
The stabbing occurred at a dance
at Simon Vigil's hall on the Canyon
road in the first precinct, and there
seems to have been developed a well
defined feud.
Inquiries about town develop that
no one wants to talk about the affair.
It was learned, however, that the
friends of Sals were endeavoring to
get bail to the amount of $5,000 and
the assault will probably develop into
a grand jury case, and be tried In the
district court.
It is reported that Sais stabbed Romero on the right side, burying his
knife to the hilt near the lung. Everyone who knows anything regard
ing the assault is reticent to talk, anil
the developments that will come with
the examination will he interesting,
which Justice Garcia has promised to
'

AT OKLAHOMA

CITY

Oklahoma City, Okla., June 10.
Hundreds of delegates and visitors
from many states are attending the
quadrennial national conclave of the
Brotherhood of American Yeomen,
which assembled in Oklahoma' City
today for a five days' session. The
society,
organization is a fraternal
in Des
with general headquarters
Moines. Iowa. The total membership
exceeds 170.000. Since Its organization in 1S97 the society has paid out
in benefits morethan $8,000,000, according to the official reports.
When the baby is suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
It reduces
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price
and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Ceutral Drug Co.
EXPERTS TO SPEAK
Grand Folks, N. I)., June 10. Several noted experts on Sunday school
management are scheduled to deliver
addresses before the annual convention of the North Dakota Sunday
School association, whici opennd 'here
today for a session intending over
three days. Every section of the
state is represented by delegates of
the various Sunday schools.

JZrJsJ. t'A'

fit,
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LARGEST Vf.SiiE.TY

FINEST QUALITY

,

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
lias allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERHINE cures all disorders produced by an Inactive liver.

It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
Slip
Food healthy condition, Priop
Sold by Central Drug Co.

10.- June
Delegates
from many countries, ir.rhnling EngI will guarantee you to stop that itch in two land, Canada and the Tinted State?!,
aeco&ds. A 25 cent bottle will prove it.
have arrived in Edinburgh to attend
No n;meily that I have ever sold for
Eczema, Psoriasis, and all other diwaxes the' world conference of the Young
of the skin tins Riven more thorough
Men's Christian association. The consatisfaction than the
for Eczesa ference will have its formal opening,
D. D.
tomorrow and the s&ssiorts will conI guarantee this remedy.
K. D. GOODALL, E. La Vegit, N. M. tinue until the end of the waek.
.

bantamweight champion ot the Pacltio
coast, and Benny Chavez, of Trinidad,
has been arranged by the Santa Fa
Athletic club. Dell and Chaez have
signed articles to meet in a twenty-rouncontest to be staged in an open
air arena at Central park on July 4
in the afternoon. Chavez will get into
after his nois
training immeJt-r.elbattle with an El Paso boy and D'l
will come tn Trinidad and get into
training after his forthcoming battle
with young Er'ienborn in Denver.
Dell has been hot on the trail of
Chavez for some time. Several times
there have been rumors of a match.
The Santa Fe Athletic club have the
bantams signed up and one of the
best contests in local sporting history
is looked for. Dell is a boxer of reputation and has met the
Chavez is recognized as the head of
class.
the bantam-weigh- t
d

WORLD'S Y. M. C. A. CONFERENCE

,

Q

BOUT WITH

ers and professional chauffeurs for
a United States law requiring the
a state automobf e
appointment of
board to test the qualifications of
automobile owners, amateur drivers
and professional chauffeurs for diplo
mas. Candidates
must show pro
ficiency in controlling automobiles,
taxicabs and motorcycles and must
show their ability in making, trivial
repairs on the roadside.
Progressive women of the twentieth
century should be permitted to qualify
for above diplomas. Women run binders, ploughs, mowers and all kinds
of farm machinery, so why not permit
them to prove their mental equality
to mankind?
Drunkenness, immorality and culpable negligence should cause forfeiture of diplomas of chauffeurs. No
applicant under fourteen years of age
to be granted a certificate. Barbers
and other other tradesmen have to
possess diplomas, why not the above
named class?
Horse jockey clubs discipline their
gentlemen and professional riders.
Why cannot the automobile club do
the same?
Yours Respectfully

give.

GETS

CHAVEZ

McGILL

EE

Change of Life and
cannot praise your Vegetable Compound
too highly. Every woman should take
it at that time. I recommend it to
both old and young for female trou- 1917.
Las Cruces Col. Fay sperry, treasMrs. Emily Summersgill,
bles."
urer, October 8, 1912, to April 1, 1914;
Swarthmore, Pa.
Baltimore, Md. " My troubles began Capt. Philip E. Dessauer, president,
with the loss of a child, and I had hem- April 1, 1913, to April 1, 1917; Theoorrhages for four months. The doctors dore Ronault, Jr., secretary, April 1,
said an operation was necessary, but I 1912, to
April 1, 1916; James P.
dreaded it and decided to try Lydia E.
April 5, 1911, to April 5. 1915.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. The
medicine has made me a well woman and
Las Vegas Maj. Ludwig William
i feel strong and do my own work."
secretary and treasurer, April 6,
Mrs. J. R. Picking, 12G0 Sargent St., 1910, to
April G, 1914; Capt. H. M.
Baltimore, Md.
Smith, April G, 1913, to April G, 1917;
Since we guarantee that all testimo- Capt. George E. Morrison, president.
nials which we publish are genuine, is it
April 13, 1911, to April 6, 1915; Sec
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E. Pinkond
Lieutenant J. D. Powers, Octo
ham's Vegetable Compound has the virtue to help these women it will help any ber S, 1912, to April G, 1916.
other woman who is suffering in a like
W. Willson
Roswell Col. James
manner ?
president, April 1, 1912, to April 1
1916; Capt. Frank W. Thompson, sec

U--

.

.

SAVED FliOf.

boards of control, whose terms have
expired, are reappointed for a period
of four years to date from the dates
set opposite their respective names:
Las
Captain Philip E. Dessauer,
Cruces, April 1, 1913.
Captain H. M. Smith, Las Vegas,
April 0, 1913.
First Lieutenant James C. Hamilton, Roswell, April 1, 1913.
Captain Norman, L. King, Santa Fe,
April 1, 1913.
Major Arthur Bail, Silver City,
April 1, 1913.
Captain Owen A. Burtner is appointed a member of the Albuquerque armory board of control to date from
today, vice O'Reilly, resigned.
The folowing are the armory boards
of control in the various towns in New
Mexico where there are armories, the
adjutant general, also, being a mem
ber in each case:
Albuquerque Brig. Gen. J. Borra-dailOct. 8, 1912 to April G, 1915;
Capt. Owen A. Burtner, June 5, 1913,
to April G, 1914; Capt. E. W. Dobson,
April 1, 1912, to April 1, 1916; Capt.
Bertram H. Hunter, secretary and
treasurer, April G, 1913, to April 6,
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its grievance should find its first ex- force it throughout the world will at.
tract attention in many places besides
pression. 'at hoine.'-- ;
United States.
1879
ESTABLISHED
Every treaty into which that power California and the
has entered with the great Caucasian New York World.
onations recognizes and accepts this
Published By
emThis
is
discrimination.
racial
STEEL TONNAGE DECREASES
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
phatically true as respects the existNew York, June 10.. The unfilled
(Incorporated.)
ing treaty with, the United States. tonnage of the United States Steel
There is not a word fn that Instru- corporation as of May 31, was 6,324,-32EDITOR ment that has any bearing upon the
M. M. PADGETT
tons, a decrease of 654,440 tons
issue now raised.
as compared with the previous month.
As an abstract proposition the JapThe decrease, which was consideiv
anese contention that one race is as ably larger than was expected, is the
eood as another may have much to fifth recorded since the first of the
sustain it, but an attempt to express year, and the tonnage is the lowest
Entered at the postoffice at East the idea in treaty form and to en- - since July 31, 1912
kae Vegas, New Mexico, for trans... . ..
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
mission through the United States
malls as second class matter.
as of December 31, 1912, of Companies represented by John S. Clark
East Las Vegas, N. M.

NEWMAN TO TRAIN AT NIGHT

FOR BENEFIT OF THE FANS

-

"'

15
'65

One Month

,..

"(.

-

National Ins.

&

Co.,

IRON IN COOL COMFORT

'?

A......

..
for Mall Subscrip- Surplus
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or. Assets ...I...
aer. If sent otherwise we will not Liabilities
e responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
Surplus rv.'.

Co., London

Mercantile Ins.

&

&

3,267,466

Edinburgh.

'

8,998,913
5,256,217

:A.

Royal Insurance Co., Ltd., England. ,1.
'

.'

.''".'.-.-

uaa TCgaa Jjigiu

$12,251,806
9,431,961

..

'

Latest photo of Newman in Fighting Attitude.
Some fast boxing
Louis
Newman, the lightweight in his training.
on by these mltt-t- o
will
be
bouts
put
who
is
champion of the southwest,
men.
meet Ifary Shaffer of Cheyenne
Newman says he is in the best of
here on June 17, says he will do his
and will nave nuie uun- condition,
order
in
in
stunts
the
evening
training
in
getting ready for Shaffer.
that the fans may have the opportun- culty
in Denver with Benny
been
He
has
will
Newman
him
work.
of
selng
ity
actwork out in the pastime pool hail on Chavez, for whom he has been
adNewman's
many
as
manager.
side.
West
ing
Eight
Bridge street,
to
his
watch
training
o'clock is his hour for training. Ben- mirers expect
and
ny Chavez of Trinidad, the popular carefully, as he is a classy boxer
bantamweight, will assist Newman his practice stunts are interesting.

$26,492,318
13,978,626

Liabilities
Surplus

,

$10,513,692

.

Ins. Co. of North

America,

Philadelphia, Pa.

i

...$17,816,189

!

8,971,317

Mexico.

TUESDAY,

JUNE

.$ 8,844,872

Surplus
Main
Mala

1

9

Aetna Insurance Company,

,

Hartford.Conn.

Assets I:..:....
Liabilities

$23,051,531
9,813,139

10, 1913.

Surplus
A QUESTION OF

Home Insurance Company, New York.

ItACE
Assets
Liabilities

. .

If it be true that Japan's complaint
against the United States now rests
wholly

upon

"racial discrimination"

I

33

W

Surplus

on all Women's

j

Coats, Suits, Dresses

O

h

rains in Kansas and Wall street depression all counted on the side of
the bears. The opening was a shade
lower. July started at 90
to
to 90, a loss of U to y2 and fell to
!!0.
Rallies followed because of dry
weather northwest but later the
ket sank back owing to the break in

The close was nervous with
net lower at 90.
weakened with wheat and beof abundant moisture southto
July started at
down at 58 to 5Sy8 and 'sagged to
' but rallied to
57
58. A further upturn ensued because of frost,
reports but prices soon reacted with
wheat. The close was steady at 58
for July, a shade above last night.
There was no support of oats. July,
to
which opened
off, at 38
to keep under
inclined
seemed
38,
the last named level.

stocks.
July
Corn
cause
west.

The closing quotations were as
lows :

fol-

.

Wheat, July

90;
38;

September

92.

December
Corn, July

56.

Sept.

90;

59;

Dec.

.

Oats, July
December
Pork, July

38;

September

38.

$1962;

Lard, July $10.93;
Oct. $10,95.
Ribs, July
Oct. $11.05.

$11.72;

37;

Sept. $.19.93.
Sept. $11.05;
Sept.

$11.40;

When the baby is suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bowHigher prices for hogs put firmness el disorders, the remedy needed is
into provisions. Earliest sales were McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces
the
unchanged to 5 higher, with Stepmber the feverish condition, corrects
stomach and checks looseness of the
follows:
as
Pork, $19.97; bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
options
to $11.40. Sold bv Central Drue Co.
lard $11.07; ribs $11.37

El

i

StOCk RUClUg
bMC Elj

Per Cent off

S

i unci

sr

j
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, June 10. General selling
..$13,238,392
today dragged down wheat. As a
rule traders figured that if there)
$33,406,434
were anything bullish in the govern-- !
14,254,679
nient report, the influence had been
discounted in advance. Promise of a
.$19,131,755
yield in Nebraska,

j

18)

I

d

2,819,843

Assess , . ,

Advertlsert are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation Assets
of any newspaper la northern New Liabilities

I

D

? 3,742,696

Hartford- Fire Ins. Co., Hartford, Conn.

TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
NEWS DEPARTMENT

AN ELECTRIC IRON will save your temper during
the coming hot months. You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the plug to the nearest Electric Light socket. Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot fire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as desired.
Electricity heats the face of the iron c.ily it does not
heat the handle or you.

Edinburgh.

(Cash in Advance

ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

W

2,328,219

North British
Assets
Liabilities

0

ni

m i

$ 5,595,685

Surrplus

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
J2.00
One Year
H-061x Months

X

$ 4,015,072

Liabilities".''.!--

3.00

"

$13,730,218
9,723,216

Assets

?G.O0

One Year
Six Months

J""

England.

....

.
,-

Scottish Union

Mall

Dally, by

& Globe Ins. Co.,

Surplus'...,,,..

-

One Year

& London

Liverpool

Assets
Liabilities':...:...'.-

05

-

Per Copy- One Week

'
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
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The sorine has been Ion!? and cold, people have not laid in their usual summer supplies. We start this wonderful stock
now. we offer unbroken stocks that must be sold
reducing sale with shelves and cases full of beautiful merchandise. Right
at unheard of prices. In sizing up the situation and looking over our goods

WE FIND WE ARE OVERSTOCKED

Don't miss this splendid opportunity to save money. You need the
is guaranteed to come up to the well known bacharach standard

goods-w- e

need the money.

Every article offered for sale

Bisplay of Suit

V agists kt

Less Thcki
Wholesale
'rices

Snow White
Mis!in
Underwear
ILediced

Chiffon, Summer Silk, Lingerie and
Embroidered Voile Waists in a variety of materials and in a prolific number of distinctive styles. You cannot
appreciate how fine an opportunity
awaits you la this Important offering
unless you see them. They all go at

We are showing beautiful Gowns,
Petticoatu, Corset Covers, Combination Suits, Drawers and Chemise In
materials trimmed1 In laces and emto the
broideries that will ari-ca- l
timeIs
a
This
taste.
most fastidious
ly suggestion to June brides. We'll
be glad to show them and they go at

'3

It i

1.

1

Sale of Summer Dresses for
Misses cxnd Girls
event In which workmanship and style, coupled with low prices
combine to make this a notable offering of good values. There is much to
attract in the style and the workmanship of the dresses in this special
'
Stock Reducing Sale. Take your choice.

Distinctive

Trimmed

Boys Clothes at
Big Reductions

Millinery

Prices

V
-

An

2?

-

"The

Store

A fWfi A
E.LasVcgas.

OF

Quality"
'

j.

if

n.m:

Very latest styles created by artistic .milliners every hat different.
Imagine,
please, gracefully shaped
white chip bats with lovely bows of
misty white malines some with ribbon or plume trimmings. Our hats
will blend charmingly with any diess
or coat you may desire.

From Former
.

Point to remember about Bachar-ach'- s
clothes for boys is, that whilst
our prices are the same or lower than
any other prices, the workmanship
and style are far superior. This is
our standard claim on your consideration but we supplement it during
this sale with an offering of all our
boys' suits at

y0 tfrr

0
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INFORMAL RECEPTION AND SMOKER
J"Jf:
FOR A. A. JONES THIS EVENING

PERSONALS

YOU SHOULD KISOW

A13jJT

the tremendous accumulating effect of money put at Interest in this institution where it draws
One dollar will open an
4 Per Cent Interest, Compounded
here and if you keep adding to it regularly, no matter hw small the amount is, you will

Panama hats cleaned and blocked.
Parisian Cleaners, Phone Main 35.
A. G. Green came in last night from
Albuquerque for a short business visit
in Las Vegas.
of Roswell
Mrs. George Penkey
cam
In last night for a few days'
visit with friends In Las Vegas.
Miss Emma Vieta of Trinidad came
last night for a few days' visit with
friends In Las Vegas.
Mrs. Ollie Shearer left last night
for Cimarron where she will be em
ployed for the coming few weeks.
Have your clothes cleaned at the
Parisian Dry Cleaners. 523 Sixth St.
Mrs. William Braner and son of
Silver City came in last night for a
few days' visit in Las Vegas.
Fred West, representative for the
Singer Dry Goods company, of St.
Louis, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
R. T. Prall, representative for the
Paint comrany. of
St. Louis, was a business visitor in
Las Vegas today.
Misg Consuelo Weiler letf last night
fcr her home in Santa Fe after having
been a visitor with friends in Las
Vegas for the past few days.
Mrs. H. Blumenthal left this' after
noon for Springer after having been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs:Charles
for the past few weeks.
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., and Son Waldo returned this afternoon from Colo
rado Springs where they have been
for the past month visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. O'Neal returned
this afternoon from Excelsior Springs
where they have been for the past
three weeks on account of the illness

Semi-Annuall-

be surprised to learn

"how money grows"

how much you will save.

PEOPLES BANK
-

-

-

CAPITAL

y.

.
-

TILUST CO.
-

5111,000.00

-

.

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National League
New Yol'k at Chicago; clear.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg; clear.
Philadelphia 'at Cincinnati; clear.
Boston at St. Louis; clear.
American League
Chicago at New York; clear.
Detroit at Washington; clear.
Cleveland at Boston; clear.
St. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
American Association
Toledo at Louisville; clear.
Indianapolis at Columbus; clear.
Minneapolis at Kansas City; clear.
St. Paul at Milwaukee; clear.
Western League
Lincoln at Wichita; clear.
Topeka at Denver; clear,
St. Joseph at Omaha; clear.
Des Moines at Sioux City; clear.

I,

,.

LOSE

HEIRS

of Mrs. O'Neal.
W. J. Stehle, representative for the
Morris Packing company, came in
A. A. Jones, First Assistant Seorctary of the Interior.
last night from his headquarters in
Mr. Jones was the first president of
visit
club or not members or the Commercial
a
business
the
Commercial
at
for
short
Tonight
Albuquerque
rooms the men of Las Vcaas will club, and personal friends of Mr. the Commercial club and served as
in Las Vegas.
Paul Stockbrldge, representative for gather to congratulate A. A. Jones JJones. ICuch man who intesds at executive head of the organization for
Millinery com- upon his appointment as first assis- Jones. Every nian who intends at- - two consecutive years. Thus it was
the Armstrong-Turne- r
tant secretary of the interior and ex- invite one or two of his friends to ac- - deemed fitting that the affair In his
pany of Denver, came in last night
tend to him their best wishes for his company him. It is desireu that there honor should be given in the Comvisit.
business
for a short
unbe an outpouring of representative mercia'i club rooms and under the
Louis Newman arrived in Las Vegas distinguished success in his new
Las Vegans to meet Mr. Jones, and club's auspices.
has
dertaking.
he
where
last night from Denver
On account of the shortness of the
business men of the city and everybody is urged not to a:low the
The
lie
weeks,
two
the
for
past
been
at-- ;
time
arin which to prepare for the atwith
bad
to
his
have
interfere
club
officers
weather
Commercial
the
will $tart training at once for hisi;bat-tle
was impossible to get out
inforfair
it
at
smoker.
a
to
tendance
the
smoker and
.give
ranged
'i
with Kid Shaffer.
is to lie delightfully in- vitations, but persons desiring to at- in order
affair
Mr.
Jones
for
mal
reception
Mrs. A. J. Tillman and daughter,
that his friends may have the oppor-- j formal. There will be no tain. stiff; tend are urged not to allow the
Merle, of Marceline. Mo., arrived in
to clasp his hand before his oe about it and everybody will be made seuce of a personal invitation to
Las Vegas yesterday evening for a
for Washington, where his of- to feel that he is one of the big Las keep them away.
parture
few weeks' visit. They were resi.The affair is to begin at 8 o'clock,
duties
ficial
likely will detain him Vegas familp which has been honored
of Las Vegas last year and
dents
the time during the coming' by the selection of one of their mini- -' The committee in charge has arrang- most
of
have a large number of friends here. four
years. The affair is for all busi- - ber, A. A. Jones, for an important ed for the serving of evcellent refreshMiss Gladys Gibson returned last ness and
ments.
professional men, whether federal position.
night from Mobile, Alabama, where
ed part of the road that the rain water ter sometimes makes the road vtry
she has been for the past few months
does not drain into them. That part muddy,
and the road then needs
visiting relatives. Miss Gibson was
called to this city on account ofihe
of the roadway where the wagons what road builders call underdrain-age- .
serious illness of her mother, Mrs.
A good kind of uuderdrainage is
travel Is called the traveled way.
C. H. Gibson. ,
To prevent water from "tanding on a trench to go along under the side
O. A. Will and family drove in, last
the traveled way the read should De drain and about three feet deep and a
night in Mr. Will's Hudson auto from
raised in the center and shou.d slope foot and a half wide. In this trench
their home in Roswell on their way
gently into broad shallow ditches. It a pipe is laid near the bottom and
'to Denver. They had some difficulty
is then said to have a crown. If it covered with loose stones no bigg3r
in making the trip on account of the
is 10 feet", from the center of the than an egg. When the trench is
rain. Mr. Will is the manager of
road to the side ditch, the surface of completely filled with loose stones
the Roswell Auto company. His ma- UNIQUE ORGANIZATION . OF THE the side ditch should be at least 10 the ground water, instead of soaking
Y. M. C. A. HAS HAD SUCCESSchine was left here and he and his
inches lower than it is at the center into the roadway, will stop among
Denver
for
FUL CAREER
afternoon
this
left
where the horses travel. The road the stones and flow down the hill
family
crown. The rain through the pipe.
then has a
by rail.
W. II. Stark, secretary of the Com- . The ladies' class of the Y. M. C. A. that falls on a road properly crowned
To keep a road smoth and crownmercial club, and P. H. Le Noir, secre- this
closed a most successtii'. will sun quickly to the side and not ed the best method is to drag it with
morning
tary of the Y. M. C. A., returned last period of training, lasting over three soak into the surface or form pools. a road drag. A road drag is made eas.
water ily with two halves of a log which
night from El Porvenir, where they monthsf.
The clasis) turned out "in The side ditches to. surface
have been on business concerning the uniform and all the members were should be run parallel to the right has been split. The log shou'id be
of way, and should be open at every auout 6 or 8 inches in thickness
establishfent of the Y. M. C. A. sumDuring the session J. L low
mer camp. They say they will have present. official
point so that the wpter can run and about six or eight feet long. The
photographer for the out of them into
an important announcement for the Tooker,
neighboring brooke two halves of the log are set three
V. M, C. A., entered the gymnasium
tomorrow.
or
streams.
the
ditches merely feet apart with the smooth facesi for.
If
public
apparatus
with his picture-takincollect the water from the road sur- ward and upright. Tney are then
and snapped the class.
face and it cannot run away, laige fastened together with braces set
TO SEPARATE RACES
The Work of. the class has been pools will be formed along the road- - in holes bored
10.
June
Representathrough the log. The
Washington,
most successful and beneficial in ev- side, which will gradually soak into roa(j
si10uld move forward so
tive Aawell of Louisiana Intjtoduced a
drag
and the members are pleas- the soil beneath the road and mane that it 'slants across the road In such
bill today to separate white govern- ery way,
results. Throughout- - the it so soft that the wheels of wagons
ed
the
with
way that a Kimlll amount of earth
ment clerks and employes from neentire course the class has maintain- will cut through the road surface and win Blide
past the smooth face of the
groes. It would provide that while
ed a high average for attendance, soon destroy it,
in
...
the center of the road,
discrimination
toward
no
be
log
there;.3 shall
members
being
Sometimes water runs from iand thus forming the crown. The edges
favor of or against employes of equal practically all the
at every meeting. ,
along the road into the road and of the logs will smooth out the ruts.
ficieney on account of race, white present
The. ..class it is announced will forms a little, stream down the whs3l The best way to drag Is to begin at
clerks shall not be required to occupy
the iame offices in the government be reorganized next fall, as the de- tracks or in" the middle where ihe the side ditch and go up ohesi(fef of
in Las horses travel. When driveways into the road, and then dqwij tjie4 other.
departments with negroes nor be un- mand for such work is great' Casta-nedfarm yards are built across the side In the last trip the fdragJihotiId; be
Vegas. Thursday night at the
der orders of negroes; and that
ditches.,, they frequently form chn-iel- s started a little nearer the center and
pf
the
hotel
athleticfdirectors
on account of race, white
for water froiff the fanVyard to the last trtp over the road the drag
Sfi'e-tarclerks in the railway mail service the class, Walter Burns and
into
run
the road. The pipes under may work close to the center itself.
be
the
will
guesta
P. H. Le Noir,
shall not have to serve in the same
become filled with leaves Small ridges of earth will be thrown
driveways
at
a
menibers
the
dinner,
of
car with negro clerk.
or rubbish and the. water can no long, In the horse track and smeared by the
er run away, tf the driveways that round side of the log smoothly over
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
stop Die ditch water, were rebuilt so the. joad. The smearing of the earth
BUILD AND
Kansas City, June 10. Hogs, re- HOW TO
that no pipes were necessary and the by the drag is called "puddling" and
ditch could be left open, much trou- it tends to make the surface of the
ceipts 16,000. Market steady to 10
cents up. Bulk $8.258.55; heavy
after the
MAINTAIN HIGUWAYS ble from surface water would be stop- road smooth and water-tigh- t
sun comes out. The road is alays
ped.
$8.'408.50; packers and butchers
$S.4i)8.55; lights f8.45&.55; pigs
Sometimes a road runs across low dragged after it has rained and not
A good, strong pair
GOVERNMENT OFFICE OF GOOD
rfTft'7.75.
ground or through a swamp where when it is dry.
OF
BULLETIN
a
ISSUES
ROADS
steawith
Market
drag can
of
0,000.
horses
receipts
Cattle,
the road could not be drained by
GENERAL INTEREST
dy. Prime fed steers $8.25(0.8.60;
side ditches alone. If the road were drag about three or four miles of
dressed beef steers $7.258.25; westbuilt higher like a railroad embank- road in a day, and it is the best way
roads. In every coun-tern steers $7lf8.25; southern steers
at
the
look
If you
ordinary country ment across such low land and made to maintain good
each four miles
along
some
farmer
$.".7r9 8; cows $4.507.75; heifers road after a sliQwer you will see small with a crown, it would be dry an3
own a drag and drag
should
and
of
road
feeders puddles a'long the wheel ruts and hard.
stock ers
road
a
$t;.,"i(i'(5:8.6f);
Sometimes
passes
bulls $657.25; calves sometimes larger pools. This water through what is calied a cut. This the road when it rains, and he would
$6.. "0 If) 8.20;
road in good condition
$7(T(10.50.
stays on the road surface because it is a place where the earth has been always find the market.
to
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market stea- cannot drain away into tae side ditch- dug out so that the road can go over when he goes
yearlings es. If you look more close'y you will a hill without being too steep. The
Owing to the fact that many rural
dy to strong. Lambs
at the time when
the
ewes
water
flows
were
under
mav
up
which
?4
which
see
grown
.50(36;
dltchs
side
quietly
$5fi6.30; wethers
wih bUKhps'and weeds in many cases, ground on hill sides is known as the prize maintenance essay was an$4 5.25; stockers and feeders $3.25
Logan Water
and w hich are so'faf from the travel- - ground water, tn road cuts such wa- - nounced
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National League
Cincinnati Philadelphia,

well-bui-

v

?68;

sols

cd

S. B.

Jefieraon Kaynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Caahler.
Davis, Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits 135,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodafion Within the Scope of Good Banking.

.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

6.

New York, 11; Chica-

At Chicago
go,

3.

American League

1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR OOQE

At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 5;
St. Louis, 0.
At Washington Detroit, 6; Washington, 4.
At New York New York, 4; Chicago, 1.
At Boston Boston, 4; Cleveland, 1.

Western League
Denver, 7; Topeka, 6.
Omaha, 10; St. Joseph,

At Denver
At Omaha
9.

Des Moines, 5; Sioux

At Sioux City
City, 3.

OVERLAND MODEL

STANDING

National League
Won Lost Pet.
.700
12
.28
'.24
IS
..571

Philadelphia
New York
Brooklyn
Chicago

..2324

18
24

.561
.511
.478

23

Pittsburgh

22

St. Louis
Boston

21

26

17

Cincinnati

17

25
30

...

10

Cleveland

34

Washington

25
30

14.
22

.....

Boston'...
St. vLouiS
New York

f?Cb&-- J i

;

:

St. Teseplit
Omaha '.'.' .':
Lincoln
Des Moines
Sioux City
'.

'

.783
.70S
.520

21

24

20

34

..20

34

.370

...11

34

.244

j3tWonLost,;
'
33" 14
.

:ros

.:.'30

19
22

.612

25

21

23

25
26

.543
.479

vk

....21

&

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

.551

.447

.19

J

2S

.404

..12

J

25

.255

summer ami

SMion

)BciaI

.532

24

Western League

...

Denver

Topeka
Wichita

Pet.

.467
.392

Detroit

Phone Main 344.

FFpl

3(5

Chicago

Las Veoas Automobile

demon--

.362

Won Lost

Club

VV.

.447
.405

American League
Philadelphia

59T

Telephone or call and we will have our
strator show you

OF CLUBS

Club

a

y

.

10;
At
Cincinnati, 1.
At Pittsburgh Brooklyn, 10; Pittsburgh, 7.
At St. Louis St. Louis, 12; Boston.

g

.

E.

BASEBALL

YESTERDAY'S

'.

h

wholesale: a n d retail

Capital,

j

CLASS

SWASTIKA COAL

CASE

located.

-'

LADIES'

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Washington, June 10 Heirs of the
first settlers of the town of Tome, N.
M., in 1739, today lost in the supreme
court their suit to be declared' the
rightful owrers of 121,000 acres of
land upon which part of the town is

.

e

G O M L j3' !U

CALIFORNIA

?,J

&

Botes

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
.from June to September 30, 1913, with
l.j final Hmit'pn all tickets to Oct. 31, 1013
;

1

,

V

Los Angeles1 or San

Dieo

$48.50

S43.50
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco - - 555.0!)
$50.0 a
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - S77.59
Special dates, shorter limit - 572,00
--

Page of the Office of Public Roads,
it has been decided to extnd the
limit for receiving the essays to October 15, 1913. In addition to the
gold medal given as first prize, two
silver medals will be given as second
and third prizes. If a child who has
submitted one essay previous to the
issue of this notice should care to
try again, he is at liberty to do bo,
Out he must be a pupil of a rural
school. There is some misunderstanding in regard to the subject of the
essay. The idea Is to set the children thinking how; to better their
earth roads With the material that
thoy have at hand.

,

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in cither direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc., please call at ticket office.
D. L.

IlATCflELOn., Agent

" v.x

r

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY) JUNE 10, 1913.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
HUMAN SYSTEM NEEDS ONION
by local applications, aa they cannot

SHE HAD HIS NUMBER

reach the diseased portion ol the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is Inflamed you have a running sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured
by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

x

Take Hall's Family Pills for

n

Mrs. Knowaitt

My husband

la an

optimist.

Little Ethel What Is an optimist,
'mamma.
who
Mrs. Knowsltt A person
doesn't care what happens bo long a
It doesn't happen to him.
HIS TASTE

Odorous Vegetable Ha Value Far Be
yond That of Drugs That Are
In Common Use.
Many people Imagine that to express a liking for onions denotes a
vulgar taste, but this much despised
vegetable has many excellent quali
ties. It contains a large quantity of
nitrogenous matter and uncrystalliz-abl- e
sugar with a pungent sulphuric
oil. If children were encouraged to
eat onions, many an illness might be
prevented, and many a doctor's bill
saved. If baby has a cold, or seems
croupy, frequent doses of onion syrup
will give wonderful relief. The syrup
Is obtained by cutting the onion into
slices, and covering each with brown
sugar, and putting one on the top of
another in a basin.
In a skk room you cannot have a
better disinfectant than the onion. It
has a wonderful 'capacity for absorb
ing germs; a dish of sliced onions
placed in a sick room will draw away
the disease; they must be removed as
soon as they lose their odor and be
come discolored, and be replaced by
fresh ones. For those who can take
them, a raw onion eaten just before
retiring is very beneficial It acts as
a tonic to the nervous system, purifies
the blood, helps digestion, and very
often prevents Insomnia. Family
Doctor.

Take Plenty of Time to Eat
There is a saying that "ranld eat- inir is slow suicide."
If vou have
formed the habit of eating too rapid
ly you are most likely suffering from
Indigestion or constipation, which
will result eventually in serioiij Ill
ness unless corrected. Digestion begins in the mouth. Food should be
thoroughly masticated and Insalivat
ed. Then when you have a fullness
or tne stomach or feel dull and stupid
after eating, take one of Chamher.
Iain's Tablets. Many severe cases of
stomach trouble and constipation have AFFECTIONS OF THE NERVES
been cured by the use of these tablets. They are easy to take and most
Forms of Neurasthenia Are Many, But
agreeable In effect. Sold by all dealAll Curable When Attended
ers.
To In Time.

The Brilliant Stars of June
Neurasthenia, or nervous prostraBy the end of June. Mars. Venus.
has so many forms and so many
tion,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
one of the most puzStars, but Folev'H Hnnev an A Tar causes that it is
a physician can be
Compound Is at all times the "Star" zling diseases
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and called upon to treat. No general rules
be
cold In June is as can be given, each case having to
wuooping cougn.
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneu- handled on its own merits. It calls for
monia as at any other time, but not if a psychologist rather than a physiFoley's Honey and Tar Cnmnonnri is cian.
Some of the many well defined
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
forms that neurasthenia takes have rei
Drug Store.
ceived names of their own. Among
these are agoraphobia, which shows
TO CURE A COCD IN ONE DAY
"What business- - Is, papa In, mamcrowded
LAXATIVE
Take
BROMO Quinine itself in fright when in
ma?"
of being
or
dread
monophobia,
places;
"He s i tea sampler; he samples Tablets. Druggists refund money If it alone;
or fear of conclaustraphobia,
fails
E.
W.
cure
to
GROVE'S sig fined places;
every different kind of tea."
anthrophobia, or horror
"When
grow up I want J.0 be a nature Is on each box. 25c.
of society; bato phobia, or dread of
candy sampler."
things falling from above; siderodroTAX PAYMENTS
mophobia, or fright at traveling on a
Notice is hereby given that aay railroad train. Then there are the
LIGHT ON A DARK SUBJECT
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will forms of mental rumination in which
there is a ceaseless flow of ideas. The
become delinquent on June 1, 1913, brain is so
abnormally active that it
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject produces insomnia. Arithmomania Is
to a penalty of five per centum.
the form in which the sufferer counts
Further notice is hereby given, that Incessantly and cannot stop.
All are curable if taken In tlmo.
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
Collectors.
property upon which taxes of A. D,
Collectors as a rule are egotists and
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
citifor such sale, and such property up- thieveB. They are often leading
zens in the great republic of Bores.
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin One man will
buttonhole you in the
1
quent, will ba sold as required by the street while he tells you In ghastly
session Laws of 1913.
detail how he finally secured the autoDated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14, graph of the fourth governor of
Georgia. Another will describe min1913.
utely his collection of photographs of
EUGENIO ROMERO,
all
the women who have yet taken the
Treasurer and
Collector, San
of Carmen. We know an otherpart
Miguel County, N. M.
wise blamelesB person who collected
What one of us has not
monograms.
counsel it was pitch dark, yon
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY
at some time dwelt in this Arcadia?
admit. Then how could you see the
When we were boys it was either a
SUPPLIES
prisoner, I would like to know?
Bid3 for furnishing six months' sup collection of coins, beginning with copWitness Oh, very easily. Don't
cents of the United States, postyou observe that he Is lantern-Jawedplies for the State Penitentiary will per
stamps, or names of locomotive
age
be lecelved until 9 o'clock a. m. Tuesengines. How many had the foreHER GREAT LOSS
day, June 10th, 1913. Supplies con sight to keep their coins and stamps?
sist of groceries, meats, clothing, They were scattered, or they disapleather, etc. A list of these supplies peared, together with a little book rewith
conditions and blank proposals lating to adventures of Alexander
j
will be furnished upon application to Selkirk, that book with deep green
covers and wood cuts apparently cut
the Superintendent.
with a jackknife. For it we would
By order of the Board of Peniten now gladly exchange a complete and
luxurious set of books by any author
tiary Commissioners.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Superintendent living. Boston Herald.
Dated i May 31st, 1913.
Cube Root of Evil.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
They had asked the great cubist to
paint the tragedy In Eden. He shook
his head.
"I cannot paint the serpent," he
"it has too many curves." Then
said;
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
he added in a melancholy tone:
AMD
"There is butone creeping thing that
SIGN PAINTING
I find myself privileged to use as a
model."
"And what Is that?" they asked
Lawyer-- Quite a severe loss, Mrs.
429 GRAND AVE.
eagerly.
Wedly.
"The angleworm."
Mrs. Wedly Yes. and poor Ned was
Whereupon he took down his two-foJust going to take out an extra insur
rule and his table of cubes and
wee policy.
went to work.
LOCAL TIME CARD
WHAT HE LEFT
To Retain Spirit of Youth.
It has been well said that "the old
EAST BOUND
boy" needs his playground quite as
Arrive
much as does the young boy. He
Bepan
2
No.
needs it for his amusement and for his
9:10 p. m
:! p.
More playgrounds for
best
No.
4
11:05 p. m
11:05 p.
means fewer sana- old
the
boys"
8
No.
2:05 a. m
2:10 a.
still fewer inmates; fewer
and
toriums
No. 10
1:45 p. m
2:1 p.
doctors and still fewer patients; fewer
WEST BOUND
dyspeptic minds and still fewer dysNo.
1:20 p. m
1:4S p.
peptic stomachs .and healthier and
No. 3
6:16 a.
6:10 a. m
happier men, women and children;
7
therefore, let us cherish and maintain
No.
4:30 p.
4:20 p. m
the playing places for the old and
9
No.
6:35 p. m
7:00 p.
young.
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NOTICE.,

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of KroenIga lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed o hunt or
fish upon this property except members of tho club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organization. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING

FOR

RATES

r

4'

i

Rrst

Lawyer What did old Money-gleave?
Secoml Lawyer A lot of disgusted

relatives

l

ost to All Feelings.

If the militants scorn roast
liov can they be expucted to have any
be-f-

rf.pwi

for the Dank of England?

,

eS Hit

AOVER.

TI8EMENT8
Fit cent par .!ne eacn insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. Ail
advertls mntt charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words
Cash In advance preferred.

y

I. O. O.

31.

BUFF ROCK baby chicks,
cash with order. Mrs. M. B.
ens, Humboidt, Kan.

100

FOR

Onava,

something
do &ny
'd
you
ing

a

is.

by GER-

For Rent
FOR

RENT

house.

SILVER
LATE

921

RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street

(STER-

LING) FINISH

1

city from

othr.

?Vv

tiiaini
If"?

J

'
VLRH'SOkSr

na""''"

No
Call

health
White

Suite of nicely furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Eighth street.

G IIICHESTEfi S PILLS
Iru(flrt for y

RENT

FOH KENT

ALL

Ahk your
J
d ami

FOR

seekers need apply.
Kitchen.

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

js

Furnished two room
Lincoln avenue.

FOR

BEAUTIFUL

Known as cent,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World

t

hall, on the

B.

p. O.

second

and fourth

Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dsp
uty Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially invitj
ed,

NO.

ATTOKNRY8
HUNKER & HUNKEK
Goorge H. Hunker Chester A. H

fourth

A-?!-

GRYBJAL IGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing1 but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Meiin 227

.

1200

Lincoln Ave

N. M.

1913 Model motorcycles
and motor boats at bargain prices,
all makes, brand new machines, on
easy payment plan. Get our proposition before buying or you will regret it, also bargains in used motorcycles. Write us today. Enclose
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- -- IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

ww

Miss

FOR SALE

MAN PROCESS

n

bedrcom.

508 Main Avenue.

FOR SALE At public auction in
front of City Hall Saturday at 10
o'clock, one bay horse branded on
left hip G. A. G. Ben Coles.

way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

lake

Front

RENT

$12;
Stev-

FOR SALE Improved irrigated farm
of 40 acres, 20 acres in oats, 20
acres in a'ifaffa with abundance of
water. Linden Duthie, Box 5,

's giving you
a present for do-

mm

BROTHERHOOD

night at
avenue.at
8 o'clock.
members are
Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

g

FOR SALE 50 Choice R. C. Rhode
Island Red' hens. Phone Main 454.

It

FLOUR realty

.

Richley.

EMPRESS
FLOUR

I'a.Jei
riiisia

NO. 2, O. E.

Mefss every Monday
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas

J

-- if you use

in ihls

CHAPTER

t

9

talned

con

'

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

V

1

ELKS Meeta second and
Attorneys-at-LaTuesday evening of each
New Men'
month Elks home on Ninth stree Lf Vegas.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth'
WANTED
Two good rarm hands.
ersare cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
DENTISTS
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConDR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENT!"'.
don, Secretary.
WANTED Four mules ranging from
Crockett Building.
5 to 6 years in age. Not to exceed
Mala in
COUN- Office Telephone
56 Inches high and weighing 900 KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Mali l
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of AlbuO.
R.
In
fourth
C.
Hall,
Thursday
querque and Cerrillos Coal ComDR. F. B. HUXMANN
Pioneer building.
Visiting mempany, Madrid, N. M.
bers are cordially Invited'. Richard
Dentist
Dental work of any description
Devtne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
WANTED One Jersey bull must be
moderate prices.
eligible to registration. Dr. W. T
NO.
DORADO
LODGE
I Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Male
Brown, Watrous, N. M.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
WANTED
to Rent: Setting hens.
A
aieeis ev
vi?
Culture for Ladlst
Phone 006 or call 1004 Eighth
Monday even Professional Health
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
street.
;ng in Castle Hall
V1
I
Hair and Seal
General
?!
Massage,
Visiting
Knight ;
' 7
tre cordially lnviv Treatment, Facial Massag6, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
SbJ&
ti. Chas Liebach
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. a
Office
hours
Chancelloi
aer,
FOR SALE Family horse, carriage
Commander. Harry
and harness, office furniture, stoves ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
and wool press. Apply to Harold Seal.
Cohn, 1037 Eighth street, East Las
Vegas.

For YOU!

7

Reglar

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,

Meets every Mouday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially Invited to aV
tend.
P. D. Fries, N. G.;
Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

NO. 3, ROY

Far

Las Vegas, X.

P

Middle

aged Spanish-speakinwoman with, good references as companion.
Inquire Shumate's Studio.

D. L. BATCH ELOR

Made

CHAPTER
MASONS

8. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mr. J. O. Rutledfe, Worthy Matron; Mr. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

S.

WANTED Second hand wood cook
stove for Y. M. C. A. camp. Phone
Phil H. LeNoir, Y. M. C. A.
WANTED

v

Secretary

vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
NUMBER, MAIN

MOOSE Meets second
evenlna
Thursday
O W
11
Hall
V1bihj
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. ThornhilL
O. O

foui'.n
rc"iiHi

102

Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address

1

l

Reg-fe'sul-

Experienced
saleslady.
FRATERNAL
Inquire Hoffman & Graubarth.

Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?

4

A. F. d.

WANTED

Why Not Visit

EM

CAFE

AND

vited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. S . v'an Petten, Secretary. J E. ROSEN
WALD LODGE NO. 64V
I. O. of B. B.
ivlet
every flrai
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of ih month In the
vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ars
conclave eo. 4 Tuee-fdain each month at Mar
Isaac
invited
cordially
Appal
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
Klnke!, E. C; ChM. Tarn me,
retary.

PANSFORD

ROOMS

3

CLASSIFIED

2,

M.

Regular com.
uiunication first and
third Thursday In
aach month. Viaiting
brothers cordially in-

COLUMN

OPTIC'S

this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outinsr. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.

1

Taps Rubber Trees by Electricity.
A novel electrical tapper for rubber
trees is the work of a German in
Peru. Hollow iron channels, dividud
into sections, are fitted on the tree
trunk, the sections containing pricking devices that can be worked at
varying times by current from the
central station.
A receptacle in each section catches
the latex (plant Juice), coagulating it
With acid. The attachment may be
left un visited two or three months,
and In the time 200 or 300 lumps of
rubber may be accumulated from a
laree tree.

LODGE NO.
A.

lis

Upon the correct answer to

well-bein-

Mm

CHAPMAN

1

Shall We
Go This
Summer?

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND RcGULAS DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Where

HERMAN

rn tiffin

LOBBY

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

,

N. O.

ohe OPTIC

AND FISHING CLUB.

Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorated. I recommend
Foley Kidney
Pills." For backache,
rheumatism,
lumbago, and all kitlney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O.
Red
G. Schaefer and
Cross Drug
Store.

T5he

RENT Modern
Ml Ninth street.

FOR

furnished flat.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
modern house, furnace heat. No

health seekers.

1045

Fifth street.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each
Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

.,.

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

100
100
100
100
100

AGUA PUBA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities 01 Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

SIS

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified add. search out the people to whom among al!
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing If worth most.

S"?

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST o somo
who reads the ads. m this ssrspapor sad
weald sfirtr hear i
your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want (afca
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlasry
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read bj all possible buyeis, of all
sible sorts of thlags, they have come to be finders of the best

fea-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY, JUNE 10, 1913.

Then we will manage to let
the company hear of a big spree he is
on in another city. Oh, that end is
ONE OF MAIN ACTORS all fixed up and ready. I ll get the job,
and you'll have Mm out of your way."
We caught Evans one night just as
Like an Eerie Tale of Fiction, but he was coming out of the works,
where he had been helping a new
It Was an Actual
night shift in blowing in some furnaces. He was promptly seized, tied
hand and foot, and gagged. We started out with him, when the lookout reBy VICTOR RADCLIFFE.
ported two watchmen in sight. There
Gray hairs? yes, plenty of them, as was a board out of the fence, and we
you see. Came in a night, too. You slipped through It. Then, beyond some
have read of that in many an eerie molding flasks, some workmen were
tale' of fiction. Let me tell you one discovered coming our way.
where it was an actual occurrence. 1
"we've got
"Quick!" said
am the man to tell It, for I was one to hide him till Tompkins,
the coast is dear.
of the main actors in the life drama There's No. 6
cupola. It's dead. Run
very nearly a tragedy.
him up the ladder and throw him into
I was young and foolish in those old the chute."
days, especially so over the Gladdod
No. 6 was a furnace supposedly
girls, Mary and Bertha. The latter blown out for lack of working force.
was the younger sister, but I favored At the
top platform was the coal chute
Mary. She was sweet, gentle, gra1 which fed into the melting pot. Poliwas
cious. Bertha
just the reverse
tics had run high in the district the
rompish and a coquette. A lover's tifl week previous, and a crowd had hung
with Mary caused an estangement the
effigy of a disliked candidate there
She was only pained but silent. I re two
days before. We knew our ground
rented what I called her indifference, well. We rudely dumped our victim
and, like the sallow,
being through the feeding hole, the others
I was, set about making things worse,
scurried to cover, and I crouched down
I was independent and on the platform.
believing
smart
I wa3 wicked enough to think how
Bertha was ready for any innoceni scared and uncomfortable Evans must
frolic. I made up to her, and it be. It was at
perhaps the end of five
pleased her fickle nature to boast that minutes, when with a shock my vengeshe had stolen her sister's suitor away ful emotion was changed to wild horPerhaps she liked me, but when Rosi ror.
Evans came along she changed hei
There was a rasping clang. From
mind.
below some one had pulled the feeding
was
fel
Evans
a
fine, manly
Young
chain. A blinding glare from the red
low, but I was in such mood that dis hot furnace singed me as the fuel be:ontent with my work, jealous, con gan to slip down. I saw a
rolling,
jeit and a miserable chagrin ovei tumbling form shoot with the moving
combined
t
Mary's calm, quiet ways
mass and plunge Into that molten void.
make me bitter and vengeful. Evans One blood
curding shriek rent the air.
iad come to work in the drafting de Clang! went the shut-of- f
again, and I
partment of the great Vulcan Iron fell flat on the platform a writhing,
works. He was bright, clever and ae terrified wretch.
lommodating, but the first time I saw
They told me later how I ran by my
lim in Bertha's company, and noted companions, a raving maniac. I must
.he mischievous
twinkling in hei have dashed away from the works and
oright eyes, I marked him down fol the town, roving aimlessly through the
ny worst enemy. I visited the Glad woods, over hills, into swamps, for,
lens no more, and lined up with s when the awful blight of horror and
rapid group, shirking my duty at th remorse was past, my clothing was
Dank days and wasting my time nights found torn
and gnarled with brambles,
I met Mary on the street one day
my hands and face cut and bleeding,
vnd she looked reproachlngly at me,
and I was drenched to the skin. And
fancied. I was in my usual ugly mood my hair turned white!
I have a dim memory of coming
back to the village. Some powerful in
fluence drew me to the home where
Evans lived. A light in a room I knew
to he his led me to look in.
It was to view, tranquil and visible
in all form and substance, the man I
had murdered! Then the last shock,
and I fell, crashing helplessly through
the window.
When I came back to life, I lay on a
couch. Bending over me, kindly and
anxious, was Evans. He smiled sadly, and gently stroked my whitened
hair, with the pathetic words:
"Poor, poor fellow!"
I lay like a man of stone until I
1f
learned how he had escaped. When
thrown into the cupola bin, his clothhad caught on a tool hook. It was
n ing
the effigy used to ridicule the political candidate that I had seen rolling
down into that molten furnace, though
it was Evans' own yell I had heard as
the hopper opened beneath where he
week.

Table Bookcase May Be
Made by Amateur Carpenter

w

-

lilt

1

The making of the useful table
bookcase of which we give a sketch
la extremely simple, and may be undertaken by the amateur carpenter
without fear of failure.
It can be carried out to suit requirements, and is composed of four
pieces of wood, which can be dovetailed together or fastened together
with screws.
wood about half or
of an ich in thickness
should be used for the upper part, and
for the base a piece of wood of at
least an inch in thickness will be required, and it should be rounded at
the coraers and bevelled at the edges.
At either side small brass handles
Well-plane-

three-quarter-

d

s
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What shall I give for a wedding
gift? And what for a gift to the
sweet girl graduate?
I
These are the questions upppermost
In the minds of most every one these
days. Christmas and birthday presents are easier to select, as we are apt
to know the individual preferences of
our near and dear friends, but in making a gift that is to mark two of the
most eventful occasions in life one
is often at a loss.
In days gone by teaspoons seemed
to be the accepted offering to a bride;
once a young woman received seven
dozen. Afterward in confidence she
said, "Of course, I suppose it's true
that one never can have too many
spoons, but how many other things I
would have liked!" It just happened
that she could not change any of the
spoons, as all were marked, and all
from friends who sent personal notes,
saying 'they were just sure she would
be delighted with teaspoons."
A woman of discretion and judgi
ment who has given wedding presents
to several generations says that if
the young people are going to housekeeping she gives a door knocker, for
even if the home is an apartment its
quite the thing to have a 'knocker
on the door; otherwise she gives
candlesticks of brass, Sheffield or silver. Silver sugar tongs are a charming gift not apt to be duplicated or
glass and silver dishes for sliced
lemon with a
lemon fork,
tea caddy, in Sheffield,
an
are good, as are all bits of Eheffield,
either old or modern.
There are lovely sugar baskets and
Individual salts and almond dishes in
pierced silver, and several, girls are
making collections of al sorts of little
boxes in silver, brass and
Sheffield. If we know the special fad
or hobby of our friends it is always
well to add to the collection as the
opportunity presents itself.
There is no great difference between graduation presents and those
given for weddings, but for the former
we may find very delightful books,
with pages for class history, class
photographs and all the doings of
commencement week. Such books are
also obtainable for the bride, but one
should make sure that there are no
,
duplicates.
To go back to silver, there are all
sorts of tea strainers, cups in silver
holders, jelly jars, cheese jars with
silver scoops, silver flower holders
and handkerchief chains, such as our
grandmothers carried.
In china,' who would not like bouillon cups, compotes or 'salad plates, all
of which may be odd pieces? Then
there are wonderfuly clever bowls and
jugs in inexpensive pottery for holding
flowers; the shallow ones may be
equipped with Japanese or glass flow
er holders. Instead of the omnipress
ent
bowl, of which brides
usually have dozens, select one good
piece of rock crystal or a bit of
opalescent glassy sherbet cups and
tumblers look well' In the fatter and
one does not tire of them.
Nearly
every one has something of which
a
make
they
specialty. For instance,
an industrious maiden aunt sees that
all the girls in her famllr are supplied with knitted wash clothes and
bath towels, and a goodly showing
they make, all tied with ribbon. A
box of fine toilet soap accompanies
the handiwork, all done up in tissue
paper, banded with white satin ribbon. A grandmother
gives each
grandchild a silk quilt on the wedding
day and an adoring aunt furnishes fell
her nieces with exquisite bags.
Then, who would not like four
d

cut-glas-

--

self-poise- d

colonial glass candle sticks or a set
of coasters with lemonade or Iced tea
glasses? Of trays there is no end in
.napes, prices and materials. Any girl
would like a set of clipping scissors
and magazine opener. They come In

oam tan
i

are fastened on with screws, by whict
the case and contents may be lifted
and moved when occasion requires.
Suitable handles, with brass screws
to fit, may be obtained at any ironmonger's at a trifling cost When
complete, the case can be Btalned a
nice dark green and afterwards varnished.
A case of this kind will be found
extremely useful upon a writing table,
for the few books of reference that
are always necessary to have at hand,
and in a bedroom also, placed, perhaps, upon the chest of drawers, it
will be very handy for holding just a
few of the favorite books that one
likes to have at hand.

brass, bronze and silver and a case
of three or five scissors is an always
welcome gift, as are jewel boxes and
work boxes in leather.
Gifts of hand work are best of all
and made from rare bits of brocade
and embroidered, picked up during
frequent trips abroad. Speaking of
bags, one can never have too many
and they are an acceptable gift to
either bride or graduate; those of
white hand embroidered or of Irish
crochet are fitting accessories to the
costume. A set of
popular
six hand-mad- e
towels, a pair of pillow cases or a bedroom set in art
are all good and stationery
of all sizes, while the die Is a gift
longed for by many a girl.
When it comes to personal gifts,
the list is too long to be given in a
limited space, but I heard an eighteen-year-olgirl say "she just hoped
everybody would give her things that
she could not afford herself." Silk
stockings, for instance, was there ever
a maid with too m&ny?
A good idea Is for the family or a
group of intimate friends to combine
and each give a piece of either tur
quoise or coral, so the girl will have
a complete set. This, makes the expense evenly divided, and it is better
than each giving a separate article.
Desk sets may be given in this way,
for it is more harmonious to have all
pieces match in form and coloring.
Fans and hair ornaments must not be
forgotten, and how about a real lace
handkerchief for either bride or gradu
ate?
I
d

f

j
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desk for suggestions for wedding
freshments that I slip these in.
though it is contrary to our rules to "Some Dark Night We'll Capture
use our valuable space for menus. I
hope these will assist the many June
I Mmg my head at a
however.
brides:
thought of how she must know about
FOR A WEDDING LUNCHEON.
the bad company I was keeping, and
Bouillon.
Lobster Cutlets, Sauce Tartare.
slunk away without, speaking to her
Rolls.
A very-bacrowd it was, indeed the
Glazed Sweetbreads with Peas.
worst of the reckless groups of loiterEgg and Endive Salad.
ers about the town.
Fancy Ice Cream.
Bride's Cake.
There was a young fellow named
Candied Grapefruit Peel, Salted Nuts.
Dave Tompkins, who was a member
Coffee.
of the reckless group I was training
ELABORATE AFTERNOON OR. EVE- with. In some way he fathomed my
NING RECEPTION MENU.
feelings regarding the Gladdons. One
Chicken Croquettes, Peas.
evening when we were together he
Salmon
or
Salad.
Lobster
made the casual remark
Sandwiches."
re-

Bread-and-Butt-

"I suppose you feel none too kindly

But-

Coffee.

Frozen Pudding. Orange Sherbet.
Assorted Cakes.
SIMPLE

AFTERNOON OR EVENING
REFRESHMENTS.
Chicken Salad.
Buttered Rolls.
Strawberry Ice Cream.
Bride's Cake.

.MILITARY

WEDDING

RECEPTION

MENU.
Bouillon Served in Cups.
Creamed LoUster in Ramekins.
Cold Sliced Clikkfm and Virginia Ham.

Sandwiches.
Olives. Salted Nuts. Radishes.
Ice Cream Served in Yi How Cavalry Cups.
Wedding Cake (decorated with crossed
sabers to be cut by the bride with
her husband's saber) .
Punch. Coffee.
MME MERRI.
Bread-and-Butt-

New Bracelets.
If your forearm is white and rounded, it i deserves ,the decoration of a
bracelet. Depending upon the size of
your income or of your earnings, you
may have a pretty and dainty bracelet of filigree silver, of silver link?
anc crystals or in sjlyer bands joined
by tiny chains in coral, lust a wee

bit more expensive are the beautifully-engrave- d
bangles in sterling silver
and gold and a trifle beyond the Income of the
wage earner
(who is thrifty) are the snake bracelets in gold, set with amethysts.
well-to-d-

o

:

Tulle Scarfs.

Pretty little scarfs are made

of two

long or short lengths of tulle, knotted

at the ends or ornamented with tasThey supply a little warmth and
a touch of color may be given to the
costume by them, as the two lengths
used together may combine a color
with either white oi V.ack,

sels.

OTfcgia&Jrt.Wfa.'

66

the
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Papers".
Did you ever

stop to think
of the deep significance of the
above

oft-repeat-

ed

1

Wedding Menus.
So many requests have reached my

Rolls Stuffed with Chicken Salad.
tered Rolls.

i Tifrfci '.tot

towards that fellow Evans?'
"Kindly!" I snarled, In my very
worst mood at the time, for I had been
called down about my shiftless work
at the bank that day by the cashier
"I hate him!
"Then maybe you and I can do some
business together?" intimated Tomp
kins, with a wicked laugh.
"What do you mean?" I inquired.
"Well," was the response, "he's an
interloper. I happen to have heard
how he cut In with the Gladden girls.
I made no reply but nursed my
wrath darkly.
"Then, again, he blocked my plans,
I was slated. for the position he now
fills, when he came along with his recommendations and cheek and got In
ahead of me. I'll admit he's smart and
steady, but if he was out of the way
I'd get the job. The company knows
I'm good at it; they couldn't find a
more experienced man, so will you
help me give Evans a vacation?"
"How do you mean?" I asked.
It was a precious scheme that Tompkins proposed. When I look back at it
I see hofr close I
wasQ th Jrjnk of
becoming a criminal I shudder. He
saw that wa"s reluctant to engage In,
any real criminal undertaking, so he
made my share of it appear light and
I easy for me.
"SS'tiis good friends are willing to
'assist me in getting my rights," was
the plausible way in which he put it
"All the details are arranged. Some
dark night we'll capture Evans as he
is leaving the works. You know he
"
often stays
"What do you Intend to do with
him?" I Inquired rather uneasily.
Take him away to some friends

t

over-time.-

Who Will lroorx

hung.
Ross Evans did something more
than nurse me he brought Mary
Gladdon to my bedside. You can realize that I was in a state of mind to
drift forever out of the bad rut I had
man that I was,
got into.
to the woman I truly loved I sobbed
out my gratitude and my remorse.
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
Full-grow- n

ARTIFICIAL

NEW

HAIR

IDEA

Frenchman Has Found That Spun
Crystal Will Imitate Actually the
Demand to Be Supplied.

France seems to be the land where
most experiments for making artificial hair are carried on. Not long ago
attempts were made to form wigs
from certain fibrous plants, the same
to furnish
kind that have served
material for rugs and blankets. By
splitting fibers extremely fine anil
then treating them chemically it was
possible to make an artificial ha;
But the price was high and the results not satisfactory.
Now successful experiments have
proven that it is possible to use spun
crystal and reduce it to any shade
and degree of fineness.And the resemblance to the human
hair is almost perfect. It is light,
hyalso, lustrous, and absolutely

It is estimated

than

that more

95 per cent of the population of the United States

that can read are newspaper
readers.

Not so vtry long ago "I
see by the papers" referred

merely to some news happening, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate

store news, advertising news,
the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
g
or any one of a hundred
inter-estin-

and constantly chang-

ing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable

daily papers like

ll.
.

u

k.

.

.

'j

1

3i
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gienic.
A German engineer has invented a
way to transform ashes into marble
of rare beauty and which will take
the highest polish. But he absolutely
refuses to reveal his secret, although

several owners of large quarries have
made him splendid offers for his secret.
His method seems simple as far as
his apparatus is concerned. He has a
small gas stove and a kettle. It is
known, of course, that his process is
a matter of chemical synthesis, and
with these few implements and his
secret he has been known to manu-

facture
ble In

ft

mediitrg, jdzed
hour!

lalf an

slab of
w

mar-

'

Exciting Time,
Mrs. Jones ran out the back door
and sped across the lot to the dividing line.
"Mrs. Beckett, oh, Mrs. Beckett,
come out! Come out qiuck! There's
something happening at Mrs.
New-wed-

the street!"
'Tor the land sakes,; What Is
bubbled Mrs. Be&kett, hurrying

across

's

it?
to-

ward her neighbsr.
"Well, I Jist can't make out," BarHed
Mrs. Jo'nes, "whether it'sja baby or
her Are, onto " J'"J". J

There is, indeed, much
worth while thxt one
may "see by the poppers"
if ho'will but study the advertising psxgcs.

,

tIGMT

n".-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LOCAL NEWS

ARE GIVING

E

Light aiHomoblte lamps
o'clock this evening.

1

p-V-

'

SHAFFER AND HIS

Horn-les-

SympHSiiV

Talking
Machines to. customers of
our store. Come in and

are requested to be present.
Mrs. C. H. Gibson who has been ser
iously ill at the Las Vegas hospital,
is reported1 to be improving today.
Her son, Jack Gibson, is here from
Wlnslow to visit her.

Let Us Show You

STEINS

Finch's Golde i Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil
lery to you. At the ix)lby. of course.

STORE

The first lot of ok'ra has reached
Las Vegas. This is an exception to

the general run, as generally this vegetable does not reach here until July.
The merchants say that they are unable to supply the cals for okra.
Mrs. Manuelita Marquez and Jose
Chavez, an elderly couple, were united
in marriage this morning at the home
of Antonio Quintana by Rev. Father
Adrain
Rabeyrolle, pastor of the
Church of the Immaculate

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS 'NO LYE IN THE CAN

'HITS

QUALITY

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

The Woman's Club will hold its regular monthly meeting at the Commercial Ciub rooms tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock.
Dr. Johnson will
make an address on "The Sanitation
A full attendance is
of Milk."

FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Fl vour
8

Insist on "Hunts" if you wa.nt the hignest
quality in canned fruits

At

J.

H. STEARINS

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN"

vvagon
3

i

The sheep and

cattle

men all over

the country are rejoicing because of
the recent rain and say that it will
mean the salvation of the stock business this year. For the past two
weeks the outlook has been doubtful,
on account of the weakness of the
sheep, which had encountered s'tim
pickings in th pastures.
Las Vegas Lodge No. 408, B. P. O.
Elks will hold its regular meeting tonight in the club house. All members
are urged to be present. It is expect
ed the meeting will be over early,
when many of the members will go
to the Commercial club rooms to attend the reception and smoker for
First Assistant Secretary of the In
terior A. A. Jones, a member of the
lodge.
According to the report of Volun
teer Weather Observer O. L. Har
grove of the Normal University the
rainfall of yesterday and last night
amounted to .92 inch. The rain of
Saturday night and Sunday measured
CO inch,
making a total fall up to this
morning of 1.52 inches. Indications
are that more rain will fall before the
present "wet spell" comes to a close.
The existing weather is rather uncomfortable, but is doing the coun
try so much good that few people are
heard

kicking.

TO CONTROL

Gross, Kelly

&

Co.

Sole Agents

The Store of the Best of Everything EataMe

CHEYENNE BOY TRAINING
IN WALSEN BLOCK; .NEWMAN
ON THE WEST SIDE

Arrangements were completed last
night for the training quarters tor
Harry Shaffer, who will box Louis
Newman here on June 17, and he wifi
be at home to his friends in the
block two doors west of tne
Lobbp Cafe, on Center street. Shaffer
will train in the afternoons between
3 and 4 o'clock.
He will train next
Sunday afternoon for the benefit of
those who are unable to view him
week days. Regardless of the bad
weather Shaffer this morning took
his regular run and jor2,d out in the
mud about five miles. He states that
he is in excellent condition, as his
recent battle with Kid Anaya at Albuquerque brought him up to prime.
Louis NeWmnn arrived yesterday
evening and began training in the
Pastime pool hall on the West side.
Benny Chavez, bantamweight champion of the Rockies, will act as Newman's sparring partner and also will
be in Newman's corner the night of
the fight. "Reg" YoYung will net as
Shaffer's trainer and will be in that
boy's corner during the bout.
Charles O'Malley, the promoter, has
posted bills announcing the fight all
over the state and will have them out
in Las Vegas as soon as the weather
will permit Tickets for tne bout are
seling like sticky candy and a large
crowd practically is assured.
About 20 fans from Albuquerque
will come up to attend the bout.
Manager Mark Levy of the New Mex
ico Athletic club and Johnnie Dundee,
the featherweight who is matched to
fight George Dixon in Albuquerque
on the Fourth of July, will be in the
bunch.
Shaffer is popular in Albuquerque
and the fans there are sure that he
will win this bout. Fight fans from all
over the state are planning to attend
and it would be well for the local fans
to obtain their seats at once, so as
to be sure of the best in the house.
y
Seats may be obtained at the
drug store.

Bread, ILolls, Cookies,
Pies, Cakes, Macaroons,

vanilla Wafers, Doughnuts, Fried Cakes, Cin-

namon
call on us.

Into

R.olls, etc.,

We have them fresh every day.

F&

HAY'JAnD COMPANY

3
4
1

quart Freezers
qart Freezers
quart Freezers
quart Freezers
burner Perfection

Hart Schaffnet

2

n

1
2
3

Marx and L System
High Grade, Stylish

1.S5
2.10
2.53

SPRING SUITS

Oil
4.90

burner Perfection Oil
Stoves

3

Oil

Stoves

(t.45

burner Gasoline Stoves--$i!.4- 5
burner Gasoline Stoves..
burner Gasoline Stoves..

3.45
4.45

i-5-

in

.0.93

burner Perfection

Norfolks and Two
and Three Button

Off

th

Sacks.

for Cash

Jiorto'k No. 4

on any Rugs in the house during this sale to make room for
a big lot to arrive

THE SYS TEM

THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite

1o

Y.

ft

M.C.A.

See

them before we

Btre

broken in size.

GREENBERGER
THE REGAL SHOE MAN

BIG LAMES ARE FILLED
CLEAR BP TO THE BRIM
HIGH WATERS IN THE SAPELLO
CREATE BIG SUPPLY FOR
IRRIGATION PROJECT

Mur-phe-

Gool

and Comfortable

is our line of summer goods. We have a nice assortment
that is ready for the earliest buyer, and that is the one who
gets the pick of our

Reed and Fibre Rush in

Natural Green and Brown
It will afford you pleasure to make a selection here. Prices
are so low that liberal purchases can be made without unduly taxing the pocket. Everything in the line is handsome, strong and well made. An especially sfrong line of
Porch Awnings. All will please on close inspection.

JfcDhlfNISEEN & SON
O. COMPLSTE
HOME FURNISHERS

Another Ba.rgo.in
'.

'

u.;

The fine residence of J. K. Martin, No. 1005 Grand
Avenue,
has been placed in our hands for sale at a
very low price owing
to the family leaving the city.

THIS mUST EE &QLO A T GtiGE
Por price and terms see
v-'i'.

The Investment and Agency
Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,

STOCK SALES

Pres. and Mgr.

ME

JT5E5.T

SANITARY

AWAY BY WOMAN
INVESTIGATE

Washington, June

&

f 1.55

Stoves

f

TO

We have a full line
of

The rains of the past few days are
excellent arguments in favor of irrigation in San Miguel county. The
Sape'ilo river is running bank-ful- l
and is pouring water into Lake Isabel,
one of the big reservoirs on the J. D.
Hand project, at the rate of 1,500 feet
per second. The big lakes on the project are capable of storing an immense supply of water, and though a
big drain has been placed upon them
this spring by the farmers, they have
not diminished materially. The big
rains of the past few days will provide
enough water to irrigate thousands of
acres for many months even should
more Yaln fall.
NEW MEXICO BANK noThe
Gallinas river is running swiftly and the water is rising rapld'iy, due
to the rains here and heavier downCLOSES ITS DOOR pours
in the mountains. If the irrigation system on the Las Vegas grant
were completed it could be fflled to
FIRST STATE OF DES MOINES the top with the water that is going
TAKEN
to waste in the Gallinas today. EvCHARGE OF BY EXAMINER WOOTERS
erybody is pleased with the rain and
the outlook for a prosperous season
Trinidad, Colo., June 10 The firs! Is good:
State Bank of Des Moines, N. M., closed its doors yesterday, and Assistant
4 4'
4 4
4
State Bank Examiner L. B. Wooters
TOMORROW
is in charge of the affairs of the in4
at the Y. M. C. A.
stitution. The bank was capitalized
4
at $15,000 and carried
4
deposits
4 4
4 4
amounting to about $12,000. No statement of assets and liabilities was
Business men's class 5 o'clock.

10.

FRISCO

Investigation

of the receivership of the St. Louis'
and San Francisco railway system by
a special congressional committee of
nine representatives was proposed in
a bill today by Representative Hine- laugh of. Illinois,, progressive. He pl- eady has a resolution directing an
before the interstate com
merce commission..

Harrisonville, Mo., June 10. Ar
thur Keller, a railway employe living here, was murdered with an axe ii
here last night and his
old
daughter was seriously wounded. A
blow aimed at Mrs. Keller struck the
side;:of the bed and awakened her.
Mrs. Keller said she leaped from 1
the bed, and, struggling with the
from the house
drove him
and then gave the alarm to her

BAKERY GOODS

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

FROM

-

V

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
... I

THE BEST THAT

CAN'BE MADE

mur-were-

SERVIANS KILLED
London, June 10. Many Servians
were killed today in a serious encounKENTUCKY CLUB WOMEN
ter between Servian and Bulgarian
Middlesboro, Ky., June 10. Deletroops near the small town of Makres. gates and alternates representing
News of the encounter came in a
clubs in nearly every section
of this state are gathered here to
special dispatch to the Belgrade
forwarded here.
attend the four days' convention of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
clubs which will be formally opened
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
here this evening in the assembly
Letters remaining uncalled for, the hall of the public school building.
week ending June i, 913.
Among .he guests of honor who will
Mrs. S. C. Ellis, A. W. Elliott, Will address the convention are Mrs. PerKitor Jaramiilo, Cyiriano
Green,
cy V. Pennybackpr, of Austin, Texas,
Reyes, C. J. Stowell.
the president of thp general federaWhen calling for the above letters tion, ami Mrs. Samuel n. Sneath of
piease ask for "Advertised Letters." Tiffin, Or.io. the second vice president of the general federation. The
MANY

When in need of Bakery Goods such as

1

(Washington, June 10 A bill to
Subscribe for The Optic.
commerce commisgive the inter-statMURDERER
HILLS
sion control over all issues of stock
by railroads or other common carriers
was presented by Senator Lewis of
HEAD OF A FAMILY
Ilinois. It would require railroads to
E
make a satisfactory showing of value
to justify increases in issues of se ATTEMPTS TO KILL WIFE AND
curities.
DAUGHTER BUT IS DRIVEN
e

Ih.

The Rosenthal

THE

AVal-Be-

jj

Wednesday
at
2

The Altar Guild of the Episcopal
church will meet Thursday afternoon
with Miss Marie Mann. Ail members

-

and

QUARTERS

W. K. Gortner has received a new
thoroughbred dog and has named the
canine 'B'ean," on account of its

s

For Tuesday

OPPONENT FIND

at 7:59

Try a dram ot Oia Taylor
at the Opera Bat. Adv.

Beautiful. $25.00

TUESDAY, JUNE 10, 1913.

Better Milk For a Better Town
We

acre

head-

quarters for fresh

Vegetables

and
Fruits in Season

Mail-Journ-

program includes many addresses upW. S. Johnson of Roswell was a on vital and interesting subjects by
business visitor in Las Vegas today. men and women of note.

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

EVERY

DAY

Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

Hie Corbeft
South Pacific Street
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21

Sanitary Dairy

Las Vegas, New Mex
Time
4 A. M. and 2 P. M.
Milking

